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Overcrowding by underclassmen
By Cate Rauseo ’07
News Staff
With only three months left 
at Providence College, the Class 
of 2006 continues to come to­
gether during monthly gather-
FEATURE
ings to celebrate 
its time remain­
ing. Thus far, Se­
nior Nights have 
proven a successful means for 
seniors to come together as a 
class, but it seems that some­
thing has put a damper on their 
enjoyment.
Members of the senior class 
were left frowning after an over­
whelming presence of under­
classman caused overcrowding 
at the January 27 Senior Night.
According to Brad Freeman 
’06, president of the Class of 
2006, the most recent Senior 
Night attracted many more un­
derclassmen than previous Se­
nior Nights and left members of 
his class frustrated and upset.
“Everywhere I looked, I saw 
juniors, and even sophomores 
wandering around,” said Free­
man. “At past senior nights, it 
was never noticeable. Sure, you
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While McPhail’s must keep the bar area open to all regardless of the event being held, most 
students agree that events tailored to a certain class carry the implication that students from 
other class years should keep out.
would occasionally see a junior 
or two, but nothing like now. 
McPhail’s was so crowded; it 
was tough to move around.”
Freeman addressed the issue 
by sending an e-mail to the en­
tire senior class apologizing for 
the number of underclassmen 
present.
Lindsay Weber ’06 was also 
bothered by what she considers 
an act of “disrespect.”
“I think it’s very disrespect­
ful of underclassman, who are 
not with a senior as a date, to 
show up to Senior Nights,” We­
ber said. “Senior nights are 
meant to be a bonding event for 
the senior class, and are one of 
the few times the senior class 
can get together before we 
graduate.”
“There were a lot of upset 
seniors during and after senior 
night,” Freeman said. “They 
have all said to me, ‘We waited 
our turn to have senior nights. 
They need to wait their turn as 
well. This is supposed to be a 
special night for the senior 
class.’ I understand where they 
are all coming from. We only 
have three months left and want 
to spend special nights together 
in a fun, not crowded, environ­
ment.”
Some underclassmen said 
they think waiting will make 
Senior Night that much more 
special when they can experi­
ence it as seniors themselves.
“1 don’t think it’s right [for 
underclassmen to go to Senior 
Night] because it’s a special 
thing for seniors,” said Jennifer 
Lange ’09. “1 think it would be 
fun to go but 1 ’d like to wait until 
senior year.”
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Feeling the need 
for speed . . . dating
Monologues debate 
continues formally
By Chris Donnelly ’08
News Staff
’Tis the season for romantic coupling, 
and to celebrate Valentine’s Day 
McPhail’s hosted two affairs on Satur­
day, Feb. 11. The first event was speed 
dating from about 6:00 
STUDENT p.m. to 8:00 p.m., which
LIFE   preceded the Sweet
Heart Semi Formal.
The event was run by PC After Hours, 
a committee of the Office of Student 
Activities-Involvement-Leadership 
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Left to right: Alex Donnelly ’09 speaks with Lucy Yost ’09, and Andrea 
Urrutia ’09 at speed dating in McPhail’s Saturday.
(S.A.1.L.)/Slavin Center with assistance 
from Students Together Educating Peers 
(S.T.E.P. 1). To increase attendance, the 
coordinators wrangled in some people 
walking by McPhail’s to join in on the 
fun.
Participants wore name tags to famil­
iarize themselves with each other and 
were asked for their room extension.
Participants wore name tags contain­
ing their name and an assigned number. 
Each person was given an index card to 
write down impressions he or she had of
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By Beth Finan ’07
News Staff
Although some students may be 
growing weary of the constant discus­
sion over The Vagina Monologues, it is 
clear from the turnout at the public de­
bate—sponsored by the 
CAMPUS Debate Society—on the 
NEWS controversial play that this 
issue still sparks passion­
ate feelings in many people. Students 
packed into McPhail’s on Wednesday, 
Feb. 8, to watch Kyle Hill ’06, Greg 
Garabedian ’08, Alexandra Tarkhan ’07, 
and Eric Brescia ’07 argue both in favor 
and against College President Rev. Brian 
J. Shanley, O.P.’s decision to prohibit the 
play’s production on campus.
Hill, who argued for the allowance 
of the performance, began his speech by 
reading information regarding female 
genital mutilation—which he later re­
vealed to be a monologue from The Va­
gina Monologues. He said that since the 
school allowed Dustin Diamond’s racy 
comedy act at the Mr. PC Pageant to take 
place, then The Vagina Monologues 
should be permitted as well.
“The Vagina Monologues is vastly 
more spiritual and intellectual,” he said.
Hill also compared the play to the
Bible.
“Both rely on love and the positive 
message of hope,” he said.
Garabedian served as Hill’s partner 
during the debate. Explaining that he had 
an exam in Development of Western 
Civilization the following day, 
Garabedian quoted philosopher Soren 
Kirkegaard, saying that one should al­
ways test his or her faith, and a way to 
do that is through exposure to The Va­
gina Monologues.
He also said that the play was meant 
to “entertain and educate” and that since 
“Kurt Vonnegut is an accomplished art­
ist just like Eve Ensler,” her work of art 
should be allowed on campus as well.
Brescia, joined by Tarkhan, held the 
opposite view. Because the play does not 
offer acceptable solutions to social prob­
lems, Brescia said, Father Shanley was 
correct in banning its production on cam­
pus.
“The grand theme is moving away 
from heterosexual relationships toward 
these alternative things" like lesbianism, 
prostitution, and masturbation, he said. 
“The overall image is not awareness of 
abuse, but an attack of men.”
He also criticized a monologue in­
volving a man who Brescia said is por­
trayed in a positive light only because 
he loves his female companion’s vagina.
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Students learn about heart health
The Heart Health screenings attracted 
a crowd of more than 100 people look­
ing to receive their heart health profile 
on no better day than Valentine’s Day. 
Participants were administered choles­
terol, Body Mass Index (BMI), blood 
pressure, and glucose tests free of charge, 
thanks to Health and Wellness Education. 
According to Katie Gates, health and 
wellness education coordinator, the event 
was “a great success.” Gates’ main goal 
for the event was to see people, particu­
larly students, become more aware of 
their heart health.
“Students have misperceptions on 
body image,” said Gates, who has found 
there to be a general ignorance of heart 
health among college students. “People 
think they are overweight, when they 
certainly aren’t overweight at all,” said 
Gates. The tests offered by Health and 
Wellness Education helped combat this 
dilemma, by allowing students to mea­
sure their health on a scale other than just 
body image.
“People find out their BMI and say 
‘Oh, hey! Maybe I’m not overweightaf- 
ter all,” said Gates. “And if they find out 
they are a little overweight, they can be­
gin to think about starting a healthier 
lifestyle.”
“I’ve never been tested for much be­
fore,” said Anja Pierre-Mike ’08. She 
agreed that students are generally un­
aware of their heart health and “it is im­
portant that i f we want to be healthy later, 
we start now.”
When asked to provide a normal cho­
lesterol level for a college student, Gates 
said “Anythingunder 200 mg/DLis nor­
mal,” but also noted, “Every body is dif­
ferent.” The specific test offered at the 
heart screenings can only provide a gen­
eral heart evaluation. If results appeared 
to be abnormal, Gates recommended that 
the patient seek further examination un­
der a doctor.
“We are really encouraging people 
to become more informed about how 
their lifestyles affect their health,” said 
Gates. Gates said that while most people 
exercise to reduce calories, they should 
also be aware of the importance of exer­
cise in building a strong foundation for 
adult heart health.
“A few people discovered new things 
about themselves today, and some steps 
they can take in the right direction,” said 
Gates. “ They may not see the benefits 
right away, but as an adult, when they 
have careers and families, they will be 
thankful.”
—Alison Espach ’07
Students send Valentines to troops
Since Jan. 31, supplies for making 
Valentines have been available to stu­
dents in the basement of St. Dominic 
Chapel, along with a note encouraging 
students to make a card or write a note 
for PC alumni in active military duty.
“[It’s] a way to appreciate those 
people who have that greater love that 
lays down its life for a friend,” said Rev. 
Thomas Blau, O.P., college chaplain. 
Father Blau andmembers of Campus 
Ministry came up with the idea to send 
letters to the troops and thought that St. 
Valentine’s Day was an ideal time to cel­
ebrate the love of and for the troops, 
Father Blau said.
According to the list in the chapel 
basement, 22 PC alumni are currently in 
active duty, many of them from the Class 
of 2004. A basket full of letters attests 
to the many students who have already 
written.
While the Campus Ministry Center 
was obviously not worried about getting 
the Valentines to the troops for Feb. 14, 
the letters will be sent out on the after­
noon of Feb. 17, so students are encour­
aged to hurry down and write a note by 
Friday morning. “The more the better,” 
said Father Blau.
—Jennifer Jarvis ’07
Campus Calendar for Feb. 17 to Feb. 23
Submit events at cowlnewsstaff@yahoo.com
Friday
8 p.m. Future Friar 
Executives’ Concert 
for AIDS in 
McPhail’s.
8 p.m. My Sister in 
this House in the 
Smith Center for the 
Arts.
8 p.m. My Sister in 
this House in the 
Smith Center for the 
Arts.
8 p.m. International 
Beer Festival in 
McPhail’s.
Sunday
2 p.m. A/y Sister in 
this House in the 




3:30 p.m. “Major 
Decisions” Career 
Services Workshop 
for freshmen in 
Slavin Center 112.





7:30 p.m. Poetry 
reading by Camille 
Dungy in Moore Hall 
III.
3:00 p.m. “Summer 
Internship Strategies” 
Career Services 
Workshop in Slavin 
Center 117.
4:00 p.m. “Major 
Decisions” Career 
Services Workshop for 




November 17, 2005. Administrative 
Review Outcome. Charge: Alcohol- 
Possession, Responsible. Sanctions: 
Fine- $100, Alcohol Education, 
Administrative Warning.
November 18, 2005. Administrative 
Review Outcome. Charge: Alcohol- 
Possession, Responsible. Sanctions: 
Fine- $100, Alcohol Education, 
Administrative Warning.
November 18, 2005. Administrative 
Review Outcome. Charge: Alcohol- 
Underage Drinking, Responsible. 
Sanctions: Fine- $100, Alcohol 
Education, Administrative Warning.
November 28, 2005. Administrative 
Review Outcome. Charge: Posses­
sion of a False ID, Responsible. 
Sanctions: Fine- $100, Administra­
tive Warning.
November 28, 2005. Hearing 
Outcome. Charge: Alcohol Intoxica­
tion, Responsible. Standards of 
Conduct- Fleeing the scene of an 
incident, Responsible. Fire and 
Safety- Tampering with fire equip­
ment, causing a false fire alarm, 
Responsible. Sanctions: Fine- $600, 
Alcohol Education, Reflection Paper, 
Disciplinary Probation through 5-21- 
06.
November 29, 2005. Administrative 
Review Outcome. Charge: Alcohol- 
Underage Drinking, Responsible. 
Sanctions: Fine- $100, Alcohol 
Education, Administrative Warning.
November 29, 2005. Administrative
Review Outcome. Charge: Alcohol- 
Intoxication with hospital transport, 
Responsible. Standards of Conduct- 
Physical or verbal abuse, police 
summoned, Responsible. Disorderly 
conduct- abusive behavior toward 
college personnel, Responsible. 
Sanctions: Fine- $100, Alcohol 
Education, Alcohol Education Class, 
Reflection Paper, Apology Letters, 
Parental Notification, Disciplinary 
Probation through 4-11-06.
November 29, 2005. Administrative 
Review Outcome. Charge: Alcohol- 
Possession and beer drinking table, 
Responsible. Sanctions: Fine- $100, 
Alcohol Education, Administrative 
Warning.
November 29, 2005. Administrative 
Review Outcome. Charge: Drug 
(Marijuana) Possession, Responsible. 
Sanctions: Fine- $250, Drug Education 
Class, Parental Notification, Disciplin­
ary Probation through 4-11-06.
November 29, 2005. Administrative 
Review Outcome. Charge: Alcohol 
Possession, Responsible. Sanctions: 
Fine- $100, Alcohol Education, 
Administrative Warning.
November 30, 2005. Administrative 
Review Outcome. Charge: Alcohol- 
Underage Possession, Responsible. 
Drug (Marijuana) Possession, Respon­
sible. Sanctions: Fine- $350, Alcohol 
Education, Drug Education Class, 
Guest Restriction, Parental Notifica­
tion, Disciplinary Probation through 4- 
30-06.
November 30, 2005. Administrative 
Review Outcome. Charge: Failure to 
comply with a college official, Respon­
sible. Unauthorized presence in a 
College facility, Responsible. Sanc­
tions: Reflection Paper, Administrative 
Warning.
November 30, 2005. Administrative 
Review Outcome. Charge: Alcohol- 
Intoxication (2 violations), Respon­
sible. Standards of Conduct- Behavior 
Incomptaible, Responsible. Sanctions: 
Fine- $350, Alcohol Education, 
Parental Notification, Disciplinary 
Probation through 5-21-06.
November 30, 2005. Administrative 
Review Outcome. Charge: Alcohol- 
Consumption and Intoxication result­
ing in transport, Responsible. Visita­
tion- Less than 60 minutes, Respon­
sible. Failure to evacuate during a fire 
alarm, Responsible. Sanctions: Fine- 
$550, Alcohol Education, Parental 
Notification, Disciplinary Probation 
through 5-21-06.
November 30, 2005. Administrative 
Review Outcome. Charge: Alcohol- 
Intoxication resulting in transport, 
Responsible. Sanctions: Fine- $100, 
Alcohol Education, Parental Notifica­
tion, Administrative Warning.
December 1, 2005. Administrative 
Review Outcome. Charge: Alcohol- 
Intoxication resulting in transport, 
Responsible. Sanctions: Fine- $250, 
Alcohol Education, Parental Notifica­
tion, Disciplinary Probation through 5- 
21-06.
December 2, 2005. Administrative 
Review Outcome. Charge: Visitation- 
more than 60 minutes, Not Respon­
sible. Sanctions: Administrative 
Warning.
December 2, 2005. Administrative 
Review Outcome. Charge: Visitation- 
more than 60 minutes, Not Respon­
sible. Failure to possess a student ID, 
Responsible. Sanctions: Fine- $25, 
Administrative Warning.
December 2, 2005. Administrative 
Review Outcome. Charge: Unautho­
rized Possession of Furniture, Respon­
sible. Sanctions: Fine- $100, Adminis­
trative Warning.
December 2, 2005. Administrative 
Review Outcome. Charge: Unautho­
rized Possession of Furniture, Respon­
sible. Sanctions: Fine- $100, Adminis­
trative Warning.
December 5, 2005. Administrative 
Review Outcome. Charge: Visitation­
less than 60 minutes, Not Responsible. 
Alcohol- Possession, Responsible.
Sanctions: Fine- $100, Alcohol 
Education, Administrative Warning.
December 5, 2005. Administrative 
Review Outcome. Charge: Visitation­
less than 60 minutes, Not Responsible. 
Sanctions: Administrative Warning.
December 5, 2005. Administrative 
Review Outcome. Charge: Visitation­
less than 60 minutes, Not Responsible. 
Alcohol- Possession, Responsible.
Sanctions: Fine- $100, Alcohol 
Education, Administrative Warning.
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Faculty embarks on quest for more profs
By Meghan E. Welch ’06
News Staff
The Department of History 
at Providence College is cur­
rently looking to hire a new ten­
ure-track professor to teach An­
cient History
FACULTY first-year
& STAFF Development 
of Western 
Civilization.
According to Dr. Matthew 
Dowling, assistant professor of 
history and chair of the depart­
ment, the department is seeking 
a new Classicist. “We are look­
ing for someone who could as­
sist in the instruction of Latin 
and Greek,” he said. “We cur­
rently have only one Classicist 
at PC, Dr. John Lawless, who 
can do all of those things.”
It is . . . vital that 
anyone we hire be not 
just a well-published 
scholar but also a 
teacher at heart who 
seeks to always 




When searching for new fac­
ulty, Dowling said the members 
of the department consider a 
variety of things.
“We want someone who is a 
good fit for the mission of PC, 
someone who has good poten­
tial as a scholar, someone who 
is articulate, and most impor­
tantly, someone who can teach 
effectively,” he said.
There are currently three 
candidates for the position: Dr. 
Rebecca Kennedy, Dr. Fred 
Drogula, and Dr. Nina 
Coppolino. Kennedy is an as­
sistant professor of classics at 
George Washington University 
and received her doctorate de­
gree from Ohio State. Drogula 
is currently a visiting assistant 
professor of Classics at Kenyon 
College and received his doctor­
ate degree from the University 
of Virginia. Coppolino is cur-
WWW.KP.OR.KR
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Arthur W. Bahr, candidate for a position in the Department of English at PC, fields a 
question from Dr. Anthony Esolen, professor of English, on Friday. Candidates for both 
English and history must give a lecture as part of the selection process. Here, Bahr delivers 
a lecture on “The Knight’s Tale” from Geoffrey Chaucer’s The Canterbury Tales.
rently an adjunct assistant pro­
fessor of history at Providence 
College and received her doc­
torate degree from Fordham 
University.
The three potential candi­
dates were elected by a five per­
son search committee, which 
Dowling chaired. They have 
been invited to come to the Col­
lege and present a sample lec­
ture on the Development of 
Western Civilization, and have 
been given a choice to present a 
lecture on either Fifth Century 
Athens or the Early Roman Em­
pire.
The first lecture was given 
last Wednesday, Feb. 8; the sec­
ond lecture was given Wednes­
day, Feb. 15; and the last lec­
ture will be given on Friday, 
Feb. 17. History majors have 
been invited to attend the 
sample lectures and evaluate the 
candidates. About 20 students 
attended the first lecture, and 
their comments and input are 
At Quinnipiac University School of Law, you’ll find everything you need to succeed. 
From a challenging yet supportive academic environment to faculty members 
who will become intellectual colleagues. From live-client clinics to real-world 
externships. Plus annual merit scholarships ranging from $3,000 to full tuition. 
For more information, visit http://law.quinnipiac.edu or call 1-800-462-1944.
Outstanding faculty




Student faculty ratio 15:1
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taken very seriously, according 
to Dowling.
At the end of each lecture, 
students are asked to fill out 
evaluation forms in which they 
rank the candidates in five dif­
think this person will fit well. 
It also allows the students to 
give input on whether they find 
someone interesting, which can 
help avoid making the choice of 
someone that no one will want
ferent areas. The graduate assis­
tant from the history de­
partment then compiles 
the surveys and passes 





tures said they ap­





“I think it is great that 
the history department is 
the students who have taken 
number of current teachers in 
the history department,” said 
Will Shugg ’06. “This way we 
students can tell first off if we
Shugg attended the first lec­
ture, given by Drogula on an­
cient Greece. “I felt he did a 
pretty good job. He seemed 
very enthusiastic about the ma­
terial he was teaching,” he 
said. “He was well prepared and 
was able to answer the questions 
that were thrown at him. He 
seems like he could fit at PC to 
me.
“In our Department meeting, 
we will consider the comments 
of the students and the results 
of those evaluations very seri­
ously,” said Dowling. “They 
were key in our decision to hire 
Dr. Sharon Murphy [assistant 
professor of history] in our 
search for an Americanist last 
year.
“The history department has 
always prided itself on being a 
student-centered department 
which prides itself on effective 
teaching,” Dowling said. “It is 
thus vital that anyone we hire be 
not just a well-published scholar 
but also a teacher at heart who 
seeks to always develop his or 
her pedagogical skills.”
All department members will 
vote on their choice for the new 
department member on Friday, 
Feb. 24. Rev. Brian J. Shanley, 
O.P., president of Providence 
College, will make the final de­
cision for the new hire, which 
will be based on recommenda­
tions from the history depart­
ment and the collegewide Com­
mittee on Rank and Tenure. 
Dowling said he hopes the de­
partment will have a new hire 
by the beginning of March.
The Department of English 
is also currently in the process 
of hiring a professor, but re­
quested that The Cowl not pub­
lish details until a final decision 
has been reached.
to take a class with.”
WWWUKWIZZ.COM
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Debate: McPhail’s
packed for event
Seniors: They just 
want some alone time
continued from front page
“This is saying that the only way 
[love] is healthy and good is to admire 
[a woman] for her vagina and not her 
personality,” he said.
Tarkhan, who is taking part in the 
play’s production, said that her own 
monologue does not promote women’s 
rights, as her character gives up her ca­
reer as a tax lawyer in order to become a 
prostitute.
Tarkhan also applauded Father 
Shanley’s drawing a clear line on where 
the administration stood on the issue.
“We can’t look like a secular institu­
tion,” she said. “We’re a Catholic school 
and we should take pride in that.”
After the principles finished debating, 
members of the audience were invited 
to speak out on the issue.
Erica Rioux ’06, president of Women 
Will, said that V-Day raised $2,000 and 
also “made students think critically”
MICHAEL MASSEY ’06/The Cowl
Kyle Drennen ’07, president of Col­
lege Republicans, said that although he 
is in favor of raising awareness and col­
lecting donations, he would prefer less 
controversial means that might even raise 
more money.
Students in attendance were glad for 
the opportunity to hear the topic debated.
“I was interested to see student reac­
tions and to see what students were say­
ing [about the issue],” said Lauren 
Gouveia ’07.
“1 was appalled that [V-Day] got 
called off in the first place, but I wanted 
to hear what both sides had to say,” said 
Maggie Fleche ’07.
After all was said and done, all par­
ties seemed pleased. Tarkhan said she 
was “jubilant” about the success of the 
event, and Hill said he was glad to be 
able to discuss the issue in an academic 
setting.
“I really appreciated the turnout be­
cause it shows that the apathy of a typi-
continued from front page
“1 definitely think it should be a se­
nior event; that’s why they call it a Se­
nior Night,” said Sarah Bednar ’08. “It 
puts a damper on the whole unity of se­
nior camaraderie. Just wait another year 
or two . . . It’s like going to your prom 
freshman year—why whould you want 
to do that?”
As the March 30 Senior Night ap­
proaches, seniors hope there will be more 
control over the situation.
“My suggestion for monitoring who 
attends senior night is to have a security 
guard check at the door for seniors,” 
Weber said. “Anyone who is not a se­
nior and is in attendance must be accom­
panied by a senior. A special separate 
bracelet should be used for admittance 
into McPhail’s.”
Unfortunately, the solution is not 
quite that simple. Todd Incantalupo, as­
sistant director of the Office of Student 
Activities-Involvement-Leadership 
(S.A.I.L.)/Slavin Center and manager of 
McPhail’s, said that when groups reserve 
McPhail’s, they are not reserving the 
whole venue.
“The bar needs to remain open for 
walk-ins,” though groups can reserve 
“the stage, dance floor, and seating area,” 
Incantalupo said. While there is an un­
spoken rule about not showing up to 
events billed specifically for a different 
class, if students do show up, the 
McPhail’s staff can do no more than dis­
courage the students from entering.
In addition, Incantalupo said it is dif­
ficult to choose to curtail business.
“We work so hard to get people to 
events that it’s kind of hard to turn them 
away,” he said.
Some students said they could under­
stand why underclassmen might want to 
attend senior events.
“I went to all the senior events during 
my junior year, but my roommates were 
all seniors and the majority of my friends 
were seniors; they wanted me to go with 
them,” said Matt Maurano ’06.
Other students, however, think that 
there should be no exceptions to the un­
written “seniors only” rule.
“I know someone who feels that be­
cause she’s friends with seniors that she 
has a right of passage but it’s not right,” 
said Erica Tymeck ’08. “Just wait an­
other year or two.”
Freeman recognized that while check­
ing for class year on each PC ID may 
help discourage underclassmen from en­
tering senior events, it could also keep 
students from bringing guests to visit and 
ultimately cause a back up at the 
McPhail’s entryway.
“Any given weekend, people have 
friends and siblings down and want to 
bring them to senior night;” Freeman 
said. “I would hate to have to institute a 
policy against them being allowed to at­
tend. It may have to come to that, though. 
It is also very difficult for the security to 
check each ID for class year. When stu­
dents are pouring into McPhail’s, they 
barely have enough time to swipe each 
ID to ensure the person is 21 and mark 
their hands.”
In order to prevent such a backup in 
the line, Freeman hopes to implement a 
system which will require students to first 
pass by an additional person—who 
would check only for Class of 2006— 
before proceeding to the security check.
Thus far, there has been no definite 
plan put into action; Freeman, however, 
said he is confident that the issue will be 
worked out before the next Senior Night.
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Dating: Goes off without a hitch
continued from front page
the date. For the first half of the event 
there were about 50 people participat­
ing, with an almost equal number of girls 
and guys.
“I thought it would be awkward, but 
it wasn’t,” said Melanie Faust ’08.
The guys were all asked to sit at sepa­
rate tables. Every five minutes the 
women would rotate tables. To kick-start 
the conversation, participants were even 
provided with questions such as, “What 
are your three favorite movies of all 
time?” and “What’s the one thing you’d 
like to be remembered for?”
We thought it would be a 




“It is different not knowing people 
beforehand,” said Jenna Fegreus ’07.
“I [was] very impressed with the turn­
out and to have it be half men half 
women, it’s all you can ask for,” said 
Kristen McDonnell, a graduate student 
at PC and a PC After Hours committee 
member. . . We thought it would be 
hit-or-miss and this was definitely a hit.”
“It is just a way for people to get to
Ryan DeSaulniers ’09 chats with a fellow student during speed dating in 
McPhail’s on Saturday. The PC After Hours committee, which organized 
the event, was pleased with the turnout.
know each other,” said Kathryn Cooper 
’07, who serves on PC After Hours.
Halftime was called an hour into the 
event, at which time pizza and soda were 
served to the participants. When dating 
resumed, there were noticeably fewer 
people, but the event had become more 
casual with some girls pairing up to go 
on dates.
After the last round of dates, there 
was a raffle held for everyone who 
stayed. The prizes given out were all 
date-themed and prizes included three 
boxes of chocolate, gift certificates to 
Uno Chicago Grill, Joe’s American Bar 
& Grill, and Frey’s Florist.
A list of phone numbers was passed 
out to the participants so they could con­
tact one another afterward.
The response from students who par­
ticipated in the event was positive.
“I met a lot of really cool people,” 
said Brendan Burgess ’09.
“It was really laid back,” said
Monique Teves ’07.
PC After Hours has planned for fu­
ture events like mini-golf night in 
Peterson, which, according to 
McDonnell, is planned for March 25.
The Board of Programmers’ weekend 
programming committee, which ran the 
Sweet Heart Semi Formal, transformed 
McPhail’s into what looked like a pro­
verbial Valentine’s Day wonderland for 
both the semi-formal and the speed dat­
ing affair. Among the additions to 
McPhail’s were lampposts, tablecloths 
with candle centerpieces, and balloon 
arches. McPhail’s was decorated by the 
committee before speed dating, which 
created a romantic setting.
Food like quiche and shrimp were 
available early on during the semi-for­
mal. Valentine’s Day themed drink spe­
cial could also be ordered. Cookies, 
fruits, and other desserts were then 
brought out along with two choeolateam 
fountains for dipping.
The band Fortune, a local cover band 
that has played at other PC events, per­
formed later on in the night. Students 
could also make Valentines for loved 
ones at a craft station with doilies and 
construction paper.
The turnout was somewhat low, likely 
due to events such as 106 Nights, Junior 
Night, and the Freshman Snowball, 
which were all held the previous night.
“We were hoping for more people, but 
the people that did come did have fun,” 
said Tim Kelly ’08, a member of the 
weekend programming committee. “.. . 
It was a great setting. It was a nice touch 
and a change of pace from what 
McPhail’s usually looks like.”
The next event for the weekend pro­
grammingcommittee will be the presen­
tation of comedian Kyle Cease on Sun­
day, Feb. 26, at McPhail’s.
Are you concerned about 
your safety on campus?
Week of Feb 13-16 Time: 6:00pm to 6:30pm
McVinney Study lounge, Suites Pavilion, 
& Aquinas Lounge
Come for an Information Session
Learn about recent resources 
Ask questions
Come meet our team
Enjoy Pizza
Contact person: Major Leyden 865-2390
Library Hours for 
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China joins fight against AIDS
by Sarah Vernon ’07 
World Staff
China announced new regulations last 
week designed to help control the spread 
of AIDS. The new law is the first legis­
lation addressing AIDS, in China, and or- 
 ders free testing and treat- 
WORLD  ment for impoverished citi- 
HEALTH  zens also prohibits dis- 
 crimination against those 
with HIV or AIDS, as well as the inten­
tional spreading of the disease.
In addition to banning discrimination, 
the new statute—issued by China’s cabi­
net—will keep the identities of AIDS pa­
tients confidential. According to the stat­
ute, those infected with HIV must inform 
spouses, sexual partners, and doctors 
about their HIV positive status. The law 
will be effective on March 1.
While China has recently recorded a 
decrease in the number of HIV/AIDS 
cases, the disease continues to be preva­
lent throughout the country. In 2004 
China estimated that 840,000 citizens 
were HIV positive, and 84,000 had 
AIDS. Last month that estimate was low­
ered to 650,000 HIV infected people and 
75,000 individuals with AIDS. This drop 
was attributed to improved measures for 
collecting data by international health 
officials.
Previously, the Joint United Nations 
Program for HIV/AIDS (UNAIDS) 
stated that if no further steps are taken, 
the disease could infect almost 10 mil­
lion people in China by 2010. In the past, 
critics have censured Chinese govern­
ment for not acting quickly enough in 
preventing the transmittance of AIDS 
through unhygienic blood transfusions.
Despite the apparent improvement, 
some skeptics remain. Some AIDS ex­
perts said the figures failed to fully ad­
dress the scope of the disease in China 
and its potential growth. According to 
international health officials, the rate at 
which the virus* has spread—about 200 
new infections per day—remains a ma­
jor concern. These new cases were 
mostly reported to be those of intrave­
nous drug users, or prostitutes and their 
clients, however the number of infected 
pregnant mothers and spouses has also 
risen.
UNAIDS has placed the number of 
people infected with the HIV virus at an 
estimated 40 million individuals. Since 
AIDS was first detected, more than 20
Hundreds of students at Peking University joined a run this November to 
raise awareness about the rapid spread of HIV/AIDS in China.
million people have died of the disease.
The United States is currently the 
leader in the global fight against AIDS in 
terms of funds dedicated to fighting the 
disease, providing about 50 percent of all 
the resources for HIV/AIDS among in­
ternational governments. On December 1, 
World AIDS Day, Mark Dybul, the White 
House’s deputy global AIDS coordinator, 
called for a greater commitment among 
other countries worldwide toward fight­
ing the disease.
Other countries besides China have 
recently turned their attention toward 
fighting AIDS more aggressively. Re­
cently Russia, which has Europe’s fastest 
growing AIDS epidemic, has stepped up 
its measures to prevent and control the 
disease. The director of Russia’s federal 
AIDS program, Vadim Petrovsky, an­
nounced at the end of 2005 that there 
would be large increases in the country’s 
AIDS budget.
Every day in Russia, 100 new AIDS 
cases are reported. Until recently, 
Russia’s government had remained 
largely complacent, allocating only 10 
cents per person to AIDS prevention pro­
grams.
Following Russia’s lead, Nigeria—-
the country with the third largest AIDS 
epidemic after South Africa and India— 
announced its initiative to provide all 
anti-retroviral drugs needed to fight 
HIV/AIDS for free in December 2005. 
An estimated 250,000 people will re­
ceive these drugs at no personal cost by 
the end of2006. The project was funded 
by a $250 million grant from the Glo­
bal Fund to fight AIDS, by the cancel­
lation of Nigeria’s international debt and 
by the United States. Previously, Nige­
ria had faced criticism for requiring all 
patients to pay for AIDS drugs.
Despite these improvements, the 
AIDS virus still poses a major interna­
tional threat. On World AIDS Day last 
year, Peter Piot, the executive director 
of UNAIDS, emphasized that this threat 
could only be diminished with increased 
funding and investment.
“The lessons of nearly 25 years into 
the AIDS epidemic are clear. Invest­
ments made in HIV prevention break the 
cycle of new infections,” he said. “By 
making these investments, each and ev­
ery country can reverse the spread of 
AIDS.”
Sources: The New York Times, BBC
U.S. women dominate Olympic half-pipe
by Sarah Vaz 
Asst. World Editor
The American girls tried to show up 
the boys on the slopes this week in 
Torino, taking home a gold and a silver 
at the halfpipe competition. 
Snowboarders Hannah 
NEWS Teter and Gretchen 
ANALYSIS Bleiler came in first and 
second respectively, a 
day after Shaun “the flying tomato” 
White took home his gold and Danny 
Kass followed up with the silver.
The notably American sport did right 
by its top athletes, with Teter and Bleiler 
dominating the competition from the 
very start. After standout performances 
in qualifying rounds, the girls delivered 
for their team with ease in the finals.
“I just kind of felt the same standing 
up there.” Teter told reporters. “It’s like, 
‘Here we go again, another run on the 
pipe—but at the Olympics’ I just felt su­
per positive,” she said.
“I was standing up there and Gretchen
went and just threw down so hard, and 1 
thought she had me,” Teter said. “1 was 
like, ‘I’d better step it up.’ I just wanted 
to step it up and do my thing, and just go 
as big as possible and totally represent,” 
she said.
I was standing up there and 
Gretchen went and just 
threw down so hard, and I 
thought she had me. I was 
like, ‘I’d better step it up.’ I 
just wanted to step it up 
and do my thing, and just 
go as big as possible and 
totally represent.
Hannah Teter
Kelly Clark was moments away from 
joining her teammates on the podium even 
after a failed attempt to land her 2 1/2 
spin jump, but a solid performance by 
Kjersti Buaas of Norway kept her out of
the third spot. Clark lost to Buaas by .9
The Americans were all smiles, how­
ever, and Clark congratulated her team 
mates and Teter wrapped her country’s 
flag around her and jumped around on 
the podium wearing a stars and stripes 
bandana that matched Bleiler’s.
Teter managed to score a 44.6 on her 
first run down while listening to her Mp3 
player, taking an early lead that would 
prove impossible to catch. She then out­
did herself, scoring a 46.4 after landing 
a frontside 900, preceded by a frontside 
540.
While snowboarding remains an al­
ternative sport to some, it is quickly 
moving mainstream with the help of 
Teter and her three brothers, two of 
whom join her on the U.S. team, and 
another who works as their manager. 
The men’s team’s victories this week 
end combined with those of Teter and 
Bleiler will inevitably help bring the 
sport back into the public eye.
Sources: MSNBC, All Sports
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What is your favorite 
event at the Winter 
Olympics?
“Speed skating, because Apollo 
Anton Ono makes me go: ‘Oh 
No!”’
Ashley Razook ’06
“Curling, because it’s Canadian.”
Michelle Childs ’08
“Bobsledding, because of Cool
Runnings."
Andrea Lynch ’08 
and
Katie Donahue ’08
Compiled by Julianne Spohrer ’07 
and Allison Herrmann ’07
World
Ask PC
8 The Cowl World
Week in Review
Compiled by Erin Egan ’07
International:
Danish government in recovery
The satirical cartoons of the prophet 
Muhammed that have caused world­
wide protests were first printed in 
Jyllands-Posten, a best-selling Danish 
newspaper, on Sept. 30, 2005.
Another 11 cartoons spoofing the 
prophet appeared later that year.
There have been some peaceful pro­
tests by many Muslim leaders; but vio­
lent incidents have occured, including a 
Feb. 7 attack on the Danish embassy by 
several hundred Iranians.
It occured after the country an­
nounced its cutting of all trades with 
Denmark, and the Feb. 13 protests in the 
Pakistani city of Peshawar by at least 
3,000 students which turned violent, 
have caused the Danish prime minister 
to meet with members of a new associa­
tion called “Democratic Muslims.”
This group supposedly represents a 
majority of the 200,000 Muslims in Den­
mark and is expected to start making 
peace with the issues of improper cen­
sorship.
Hamshahri Daily, launched “a com­
petition asking people to submit car­
toons about the Holocaust,” which the
Pop Culture
News
by Kathryn Treadway ’06
World Editor
While winter finally hit the east coast 
last week, fashion designers began gear­
ing up for fall as Seventh on the Sixth 
presented Olympus Fashion Week in 
New York City.
The large white tents that blanketed 
Bryant Park might have been a prolep- 
sis to the weekend snow, but on the cat­
walks it was autumn as the world’s top 
designers revealed their fall lines for 
2006.
The surprising revival of this season 
was the legging, seen in almost every 
show. Pleats, thick belts, and retro cloth­
ing inspired by the ’70s and ’80s were 
also prevalent across the board. Bend­
ing rather than breaking a fashion rule, 
hosiery with open-toed shoes made an 
appearance as well—but with limitation. 
Sheer stockings are still a fashion faux- 
pas but opaque tights can create a 
“funky, casual look,” according to 
Glamour editor Suze Yalof Schwartz.
Ralph Lauren, whose unfussy cash- 
mere outfits in dark green were repre­
sentative of the somber color palette in 
almost all the shows, decided last minute
Weekly-
SPOtlight
by Matthew Sullivan ’06
World Staff
On Sunday, Feb. 12, the Iraqi parlia­
ment re-elected Ibrahim Jaafari as Prime 
Minister. He won by only one vote and 
had to rely on the support of religious 
Shiite parties to secure the post.
Jaafari was bom in Karbla, Iraq, in 
1947 to a prominent Iraqi family. After 
graduating from medical school in 1974, 
he joined the Dawa Islamiya Party, 
which wanted Islam to play a role in 
Iraqi politics. His party worked for the 
overthrow of Saddam Hussein and the 
Baath party when Hussein came to 
power in 1979.
As Hussein’s power grew and at­
tempts at revolt were unsuccessful, 
Jaffari fled in 1980 to Iran. Later, in 1989 
he expatriated to London where he be­
came the international spokesman for 
the Dawa Party. It was during this time 
that Jaffari established links with the 
L ■> z* Avila 1 > r fknF 
paper says is to test the boundaries of free 
speech for westerners.
National:
Chertoff on the defensive
Homeland Security Secretary Michael 
Chertoff is under much scrutiny due to 
his department’s poor response to the na­
tional disaster of Hurricane Katrina. An 
assessment report released on Wednes­
day Jan. 17, labeled the Katrina response 
“a national disgrace,” and Chertoff’s ful­
fillment of responsibility as “late, inef­
fective, or not at all.”
In his defense Chertoff said there were 
“oversights” and “omissions” in the re­
sponse, but argued it would not be fair to 
depict the Department of Homeland Se­
curity as narrowmindedly focused on ter­
rorism.
The Department of Homeland Secu­
rity has 22 agencies and 184,000 employ­
ees specifically assigned to respond to 
natural disasters.
String of arson attacks in Alabama
Saturday in Beaverton, Ala., marked 
the latest in a string of 10 arson attacks 
this week that are thought to be con­
nected. The attack was on a local church
New York embraces fall fashion early
NYMAG.com
Fall fashion week saw the return of 
leggings in Ralph Lauren’s urban 
huntress chic collection.
to run a fall menswear collection which 
he usually shows in Milan. “I’m always 
sort of pigeon-holed for being preppy, but 
Iraq re-elects Jaafari for prime position
would put him in a place of power if 
Hussein fell.
Immediately after Hussein was re­
moved from power by coalition forces in 
the spring of2003, Jaafari returned to Iraq 
and sought a position in a new govern­
ment.
He was the first of nine to serve in the 
rotating presidency of the U.S. appointed 
Iraqi Governing Council. When a new 
Iraqi interim government took power in 
June 2004, Hussein was selected as one 
of two vice presidents.
During this time Jaafari was a widely 
popular public figure in Iraq. This popu­
larity was likely attributable to his years 
of resistance to Hussein. “Jaafari is seen 
as an Iraqi who struggled underground 
and suffered indignities. He was consis­
tently one thing [a Dawa supporter]— 
unlike other candidates, who changed 
their allegiances over time,” says Phebe 
Marr, senior fellow at the U.S. Institute 
of Peace.
Following the parliamentary elections 
of January 2005, Jaafari was easily 
which suffered extreme damage. The at­
tacks began Feb. 7 with the torching of 
five West Alabama churches. Just days 
later, four more in central Alabama were 
set alight.
Local:
Lull in Rhode Island Economy
A drop in Rhode Island single-home 
building permits has created the largest 
drop for the overall Providence Journal 
Economic Index since the second quar­
ter of 2004. Single family housing per­
mits issued in Rhode Island have 
dropped 14.94 percent. The Index is 
comprised of nine indicators such as pas­
senger traffic at T.F. Green Airport (down 
7.62 percent for the quarter), and Provi­
dence help-wanted ads (down 5.4 per­
cent). These indexes, when all com­
bined, serve as gauges for the health of 
the economy. The drop forecasts stag­
nant growth for the upcoming months 
and poor consumer spending—espe­
cially since a lag in housing permits will 
be followed by a lag in the consumption 
of complimentary goods such as furni­
ture.
Sources: BBC, Wall Street Journal, The 
Providence Journal 
the clothes I do are for men who are in­
ternational, and I wanted to show that,” 
said the designer, a favorite here on the 
PC campus. His women’s collection was 
an outdoor adventure, a modem hunting 
expedition, that were elegant urban-hunt­
ress chic.
DKNY used deep shades of navy, 
chocolate, and black in spontaneous 
combinations to explore the urban 
woman’s wardrobe. Vera Wang showed 
off a Mark Rothko-inspired line, with the 
color-block influence showing up in silk 
chiffon dresses. Francisco Costa, in his 
seventh year designing for Calvin Klein, 
chose herringbone as his theme, with 
varying V-shapes on many of his dresses.
Kenneth Cole’s playful movie com­
mentary on the fashion industry, which 
he showed right before his collection, 
took on issues such as the danger of air 
kissing, the overuse of the word “fabu­
lous’ by the industry, and obsessive 
catwalking. His collection was as play­
ful as his video with Crayola-colored 
blousy silk chiffon dresses that are eas­
ily wearable for the masses.
Lacoste’s traditionally preppy look 
took on an urban street style with mod­
els emerging from a giant boom-box. 
The collection sported retro zip-up track 
suits, as well as desirable separates, in­
cluding their ever-famous polo in stripes 
and surprising colors. Several takes on
After years of resisting Saddam 
Hussein’s rule, Ibrahim Jaafari is 
now in power himself.
islature. However, throughout the next 
year, as violence against Iraqis increased 
and as oil revenues decreased, Jaffari 
became a far less popular leader. After 
the parliamentary elections of December 
2005, many doubted whether Jaafari
Cheney mistakes friend for quail
Vice President Dick Cheney was re­
laxing with friends at a ranch in 
Kingsville, Tex., this weekend when he 
shot a hunting companion in a type of 
accident that occurs “not frequently, but 
often,” according to the County Sheriff 
Ray Salinas.
The victim, 78-year-old Harry 
Whittington, sustained injuries to the 
face and chest, where he was hit by the 
shotgun pellets. According to reports, 
Whittington was retrieving a quail he 
shot just as Cheney prepared to shoot at 
a covey of quail.
Whittington was approximately 30 
yards away when he was hit. The elderly 
man was immediately rushed to a nearby 
hospital and placed in the intensive care 
unit.
Cheney visited Whittington last Sun­
day in the hospital. He was initially de­
scribed as being in stable condition, but 
suffered a minor heart attack Tuesday. 
Doctors believe the cardiac arrest was 
caused by a portion of the bullet lodged 
in his heart.
Source: CNN, NBC 
—Kim Krupa ’07
the miniskirt were overshadowed by 
jackets, particularly white shearling ones, 
which were a new, sporty take on old 
classics.
On the final day of fashion week, 
Bravo’s Project Runway wrapped its sec­
ond season as contestants sent their cre­
ations down the runway to be judged for 
the final time—the only time that mat­
ters. With the show still being aired and 
the season finale weeks away, it is not 
fair to discuss the collections. However, 
I will say some may be stunned as the 
designers can finally follow their own 
muse rather than following a set chal­
lenge. Project Runway is not only a hit 
for Bravo on T.V., but was the most cov­
eted ticket of fashion week with scalp­
ers selling them for up to $3,000 a piece. 
The season’s two-part finale airs 
Wednesday, March 8.
Overall, the fall collections focused 
on fit, proportion, and fine-tailoring in 
women’s clothing, while still enhancing 
the current style trends like metallic bags 
and lace details. This year’s New Yqrk 
fashion week managed to marry feminine 
elegance, sex appeal, and everyday prac­
ticality for clothes that can be worn as 
much for inspiration as they are for ne­
cessity.
Sources: The New York Times, CNN, 
Mercury News, Reuters, Style.com, 
Bravotv.com
With Sunday’s vote of 64 to 63, 
Jaafari edged by Adel Abdel Mahdi, the 
current vice president for the 
premiership. The support of united Shiite 
parties gave Jaafari the ability to capture 
the victory. Assistance of radical cleric 
Moktada al-Sadr, who has supported vio­
lence against the United States in the 
past, was crucial to Jaafari’s victory.
Some Iraqi politicians were con­
cerned about the choice. “I was surprised 
and rather disappointed... If he follows 
what the Sadrists want, we will not be 
able to have a government of national 
unity,” said Adnan Pachachi, a member 
of parliament and former foreign minis­
ter. Kurdish and Sunni parties were also 
unhappy with the influence of Sadr.
U.S. Secretary of State, Condoleezza 
Rice, dismissed charges that Sadr was too 
influential, saying “Iraq is a complex 
place with a lot of voices . . . there are 
many forces behind the apparent elec­
tion of—or selection of Jaafari.”
Sources: The New York Times, BBC,
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The Rhode 
by Chris Ackley ’06 
Commentary Editor
spec-truin — n. (spek-trum) l.The 
distribution of a characteristic of a physi­
cal system or phenomenon, especially the 
distribution of energy emitted by a radi­
ant source. 2. A range of values of a 
quantity or set of related quantities. 3. 
A boring rag found on the Providence 
College campus.
The Spectrum is published every two 
weeks. It is “The Newspaper for Provi­
dence College.” It could easily be called, 
“The Good News”, “Impressive Things 
about our school”, or “Nope, Really Not 
Much To Worry About Here.” Anyone 
who has taken the time to read this pub­
lication can tell that it is a highly styl­
ized propaganda piece leading the reader 
to believe that Providence College is 
Bubbleland. And, for those of you who 
did not pick up on my obscure reference 
to the opera, “Windstorm in 
Bubbleland,” staged in the land of 
Makebelieve on Mr. Roger’s Neighbor­
hood, “There’s never any trouble in 
Bubbleland.” And for those of you who 
did—1 am certain you are as lonely as I 
am.
To call The Spectrum a newspaper is 
an insult to true journalism. It is a pub­
lic relations piece, meticulously crafted 
to curtail any stray thoughts one might 
have about the college. Great move by 
the college—but I would just like to take 
this opportunity to call this publication a 
farce.
The most recent issue of The Spec­
trum features a potentially interesting 
article, “A plan with a twist” about the 
strategic plan for the next generation of 
Providence College. This article is pain­
fully vague, and I came away thinking 
that a lot of people are getting together 
and talking about making a plan that will 
help us decide what changes need to be 
made. I do know that the Planning Steer­
ing Committee has already met with 
trustees, the Alumni Association Board 
of Governors, young alumni in several 
East Coast markets and parents of fresh­
men. It seems pretty clear to me that the 
school needs to figure out how to rustle 
up some dough—save us the hippy crap.
And mind you this is the plan that will 
carry us through 2010. PC’s original 
plan, concerning the years 2000-2005 
will also be under review. The Spectrum 
stated that Edward J. Caron Vice Presi­
dent for College Relations and Planning, 
said “two-thirds of that plan’s goals have 
been addressed and either partially or 
fully achieved.” The writer of this ar­
ticle did not directly quote Caron until 
the end of the sentence, when he said the 
committee would look at the remaining 
third, and “determine if any goals should 
be carried over.” What a weird little 
paragraph. What were the original 
goals? Which ones were addressed? 
What are the final third? Did Caron say 
anything that could be twisted into con­
troversy that therefore had to be dumbed 
down to uninformative summary?
Try a little experiment. Pick up an 
issue of The Spectrum', one comes out 
tommorow. Look at the articles written 
by students. Some of these writers are 
also writers on The Cowl. Compare their 
articles from both publications. One 
shows journalistic ability, while the other 
kind of reminds me of a talking Barbie 
doll. You can probably guess which is 
which.
Frey’s readers must pick up the pieces
by Betsy Rouleau ’08 
Commentary Staff
Throughout the past few weeks, 
James Frey’s credability has been 
smashed into a million little pieces. Al­
legations surfaced about embellishments 
and lies within his novel, 
BEST A Million Little Pieces. 
SELLING? Frey confirmed that he had 
used poetic license and 
that some events had not occurred or 
were not as serious as he described. Now 
that the media attention has died down, 
readers should revisit the work, and take 
a long, hard look at the purpose, goals, 
and over-arching message of A Million 
Little Pieces.
Critics have stated that Frey’s embel­
lishments have cost the book its credibil­
ity, and while I value “Veritas” as a su­
preme good, the book’s inherent worth 
should be upheld.
Important to any work are the themes 
and the greater ideas that are conveyed— 
essentially, the ultimate purpose and goal 
of the book. Frey created a work that 
depicts in graphic and realistic terms the 
monstrous pains of addiction. Through 
his free-form style and honest deliver­
ance of his emotions during his time in 
rehab, readers can come to understand 
what it is like to climb out of the grave 
and recreate a meaningful life.
Readers cannot expect complete ac­
curacy with a memoir, the writing of any 
memoir often takes place years after the 
author’s life events occur. Memories are 
skewed based on personal observations 
and emotions concerning the events. Per­
ception is a subjective matter.
Frey’s memoir is not the first to be 
criticized; those who have studied the life
Saturday night on the Goodship geriatric
by Kiki Tarkhan ’07
Guest Commentary
It is strange when the students of 
Providence College depart so abruptly 
from their circulating stereotypes. This 
past Saturday, Feb. 11, 2006, I experi­
enced such an occasion.
I sought my friend, 
Kalani Lopez ’07, who 
lives a floor above me in
PLAYING
the Suites. I vaguely remembered talk 
of a party there, but was mostly out for 
some light conversation. Upon my 
knocking, the door swung open and I was 
instantly swallowed by the world behind 
it—the Elderly Cruise Party.
Familiar souls greeted me left and 
right, concealed behind exaggerated 
makeup, com-starched hair, oversized 
sunglasses, and high-rise slacks. Will­
iam Hutnick ’07 and Colleen Rosati ’07
starred in the spectacle, as “Franklin” and 
“Vivian,” respectively. They wondered 
loudly whose granddaughter I was, com­
mented generously on my beauty, and en­
thusiastically introduced me to the “fam­
ily.” Mike McClellan ’07, as “Harold,” 
left neither of my cheeks un-kissed.
Around the table, a rousing hand of 
Old Maid was dealt among such loveable 
scamps as “Flo” and “Thelma,” each em­
bodying her silly, aged character. 
“Claude” and “Constantine” offered me 
a seat on the couch—a notable hospital­
ity, as many standing guests suffered os­
teoporosis, arthritis, and other compli­
cations due to hip replacement surgery. 
I sat in wonder, marveling at the decor— 
rectangles of construction paper occu­
pied every wall, branded with such slo­
gans as, “Viagra, Anyone?” and 
“Hepatit-me + Hepatit-you = Hepatit- 
us.” One sign stipulated the bathroom as
of Langston Hughes have found his 
memoirs to be exaggerated, and Frank 
McCourt’s Angela s Ashes has its own 
inaccuracies. Furthermore, Frey wrote 
about events that took place while he was 
under the influence of drugs and alco­
hol, and this factor affected his outlook 
and memories of the time. The book cov­
ers a period of Frey’s life in which he 
was mentally and psychologically un­
stable. In times of such great stress, re­
ality is blurred.
A Million Little Pieces is not a lie. It 
was incorrectly marketed and packaged 
as nonfiction, but the essential story at 
the heart of the book is true. Frey faced 
a harrowing battle with addiction; he suf­
fered the emotional and physical pain of 
withdrawal and the difficulties of remain­
ing sober after years of drug and alcohol 
abuse. The book’s general message has 
led to a greater good. He has offered help 
the “Poop Deck,” reminding me I was 
aboard a cruise liner.
I had to leave. 1 had to step up my 
game. Such collective energy is rabidly 
contagious. After only minutes of rum­
maging through my wardrobe for some­
thing suitable, 1 became “Agnes,” a 
spunky force of nature with a Long Is­
land accent. Drowning in a billowing 
oxford, a grey skirt, sensible loafers, 
Velcro rollers, and enormous spectacles, 
“Kiki” was lost in my commitment to 
“Agnes,” who burst back into the party 




“Agnes” exhausted the contents of her 
worldly head, commiserating with her 
fellow geriatrics over such pertinent is­
sues as governmental corruption, the 
crazy music enjoyed by a hedonistic 
youth, and the instability of her bowels. 
Her bedtime was rapidly approaching, 
and she was due for a night’s rest. 
“Vivian” and “Harold” walked her home, 
and I kicked off her shoes, and folded 
her back into my drawers.
What transpired here? Surely this 
level of commitment to playing is uncom­
mon, especially among college students. 
Peter R. Costello, Ph.D., reminds our 
to other addicts and hope to the family 
and friends of those suffering from ad­
diction. His struggle promises that life 
exists after addiction, that people can re­
turn to life and lead a normal and healthy 
existence. Furthermore, Frey’s themes of 
isolation and loneliness resonate with the 
average person.
Frey did not set out to deceive the 
American public; he intended to write a 
book that would be filled with a message 
of redemption and hope. Frey had a spe­
cific goal for his book, and in a state­
ment released in conjunction with Ran­
dom House, he says that he “embel­
lished” and “altered” information to 
“serve what [he] felt was the greater pur­
pose of the book.” Furthermore, Frey’s 
embellishments do not put him in a more 
heroic or favorable light. Instead, they 
exaggerate his depraved and desperate 
state prior to achieving sobriety.
Crucial details such as the time Frey 
spent in jail for his offenses and the of­
fenses themselves have been proven un­
true. This is wrong, and Frey has admit­
ted his fault and apologized. New edi­
tions of the book will be printed with a 
statement from Frey explaining his mem­
oir and apologizing for misleading read­
ers. However, these exaggerations served 
to intensify the story. The book is a grip­
ping and vivid account, and the value of 
his work should not be discounted due 
to the inaccuracies.
There has not been as much buzz 
since the last Harry Potter book. As a 
future English teacher, 1 believe in en­
couraging reading, writing, and discus­
sion in any form possible. Through the 
reading of Frey’s novel, individuals can 
more clearly understand a part of life that 
most people will never experience.
Contemporary Women Philosophers 
class that playing was an important and 
demanding undertaking in youth. As 
children, we cared and worked for our 
recreational endeavors. My memory 
supports this— my brother, my sister, and 
I maintained busy careers as playwrights, 
actors, singers, dancers, and comedians, 
often for no audience at all.
Why did I make such efforts then? 
And now, as a college student of 20 years, 
how has my understanding of playtime 
transformed to that of free time—an in­
dulgence in non-action and relaxation. 
Costello is right. Play is not the negation 
of work. In fact, play is more accurately 
discussed as a meeting of industry and 
innovation, where the two hold hands and 
frolic merrily through a fresh field of 
daisies. I am serious.
Suite 708 is on to something great. 
Those rascals conceived something ab­
surd and in pursuing its fruits, showed 
us all how to have fun. They intuited the 
direct proportion of good times to in­
vested effort. Not only our hosts, but 
each guest happily offered his own 
unique contribution to the project. What 
a satisfying party!
My philosophy class is currently un­
packing the dissertation of Hannah 
Arendt, and the function of action in the 
vita activa: her prescription to man. This 
party became a forum for actors, who 
spontaneously and originally implied 
their very identities with each character 
choice.
I am compelled to recognize and re­
spond to them. In our exchanges, a real 
connection existed, such that the alien­
ated spirit could no longer survive. I am 
connected and thinking and creating. We 
should feel this after every party we at­
tend. A+ boys, and thanks.
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Tangents and Tirades
Bringing you Commentary’s best in cynicism, 
judgment, and paragraphs about nothing. Whadya 
think, Larry David? Do we have a show here?
OK to be a Michelle Kw-itter The darling of American women’s figure skating, 
Michelle Kwan, withdrew herself from the Torino Olympics after sustaining a groin 
injury and feeling she could not compete at her best. She said she did it for America 
because only the best athletes should represent their country. Way to go Michelle. I 
respect your decision and although I will miss you and your beautiful Vera Wang 
silk and sequins confections, its high time you had a life. You are 25! Let Emily 
Hughes, sister to gold medal robber-extraordinaire Sara Hughes, have her shot at 
the gold. Their parents deserve another medal for having sold both their daughters 
to the black market that is amateur figure skating. Besides, she is only 16; she needs 
ample time to chase a metal disk on a ribbon, as justification for a life spent in a 




by Eric Fulford ’08
Commentary Staff
Kennedy Plaza or bussed I have been a proud rider of RIPTA for four years. The 
RIPTA is the perfect supplement to my bike when the weather gets colder, and it is 
a great way to explore Providence. But, I have noticed a rather discouraging 
trend. Providence College students often bundle onto the bus in search of adventure 
but fail to follow basic bus etiquette. It is fairly simple—when you enter the bus 
move to the back and don’t block the isle. PC students often rush for the first seats 
at the front of the bus and then all their friends stand around them. This just won’t 
do. Those seats are for older folk who deserve to be able to sit down without strug­
gling through a gaggle of lithe college students. So have a heart, move on back, and 
leave the seats for people who actually have jobs.—Terence Sweeney ’06
One hot thespian experience I tend to be hard to please when it comes to theater. 
On the one hand, I want a play that has a point, and makes it clearly; on the other 
hand, I want to have fun. This weekend, 1 was satisfied on both counts by the student 
production Welcome to the Monkey House, a collection of adaptations of short sto­
ries by Kurt Vonnegut, Jr. Each of the little plays was charmingly and intelligibly 
performed, making for one of my most pleasant theater experiences at PC. Congrats 
to director Erik Andersen ’06, and the cast and crew fora job well done.
—Michael Rubin ’08
Nice coat. . .just jack it Imagine you are going out to a local establishment for 
a night of fun, cheer, and perhaps a few beverages. You take off your new pea coat, 
hang it up in the comer, and proceed to have a blast, drinking and dancing the night 
away. The music stops, and everyone begins to shuffle out. But oh wait, your coat 
is no where to be seen! Is it under someone else’s coat? Perhaps it fell on the 
ground? No. Someone stole it, and you’re never going to see it again. Nothing is 
more frustrating than having your coat lifted by some jerk after enjoying yourself all 
night. Just knowing that this thug has your clothing and is wearing it around town 
despite the fact that they got it on a five-finger discount makes me want to vomit. 
Prime Time coat stealer—everyone hates you, and we can only hope for some sort 
of retribution. And if anyone sees a white zip-up on someone with shifty eyes and 
an evil grin, tell them I’m not happy.—Ricky LaBonte ’08
Cowl Letters Policy
The Cowl welcomes guest commentar­
ies and Letters to the Editor from all 
members of the Providence College com­
munity, as well as outside contributors.
All submissions must include the 
writer’s name, signature, and a phone 
number where they can be reached. Ar­
ticles will be printed as space permits. 
Letters should be no more than 250 words 
in length. Guest commentaries should be 
limited to 700 words in length and only 
one will be published per week The Cowl 
editorial board and its administrative su­
pervisors reserve the right to edit articles 
and letters for space and clarity.
However, if there is a portion you spe­
cifically wish to remain unchanged, please 
inform the Editor-in-Chief. Letters to the 
Editor are the opinions of the writer only
and do not reflect the viewpoint of The 
Cowl staff.
Submissions must be delivered, 
mailed or faxed to The Cowl office no later 
than 5 p.m. on the Monday before publi­
cation. Mail submissions to Box 2981 
Providence, RI 02918, fax to 401-865- 
1202, submit online atwww.thecowl.com, 
e-mail to thecowl@providence.edu, or 
hand deliver to The Cowl Office in Slavin 
G05. Call 401-865-2214 with any ques­
tions.
Weekly Subscription Rate is $30.00 per 
YEAR BY MAIL. STUDENT SUBSCRIPTION IS 
INCLUDED IN TUITION FEE. CORRESPONDENCE 
CAN BE MAILED DIRECTLY TO I THE COWL, 
Providence College, Providence, Rhode 
Island 02918.
Letters to the Editor:
The mission of Sojourner House
1 am writing to respond to the article 
in the Providence Journal published last 
week, which read, “Smithfield experi­
ences rash of domestic violence cases.” 
Although the coverage implied a recent 
abundance of domestic violence in this 
town, the fact is that domestic violence 
is an ever present problem.
Between 1990 and 1999 at least 59 
Rhode Islanders died as a result of do­
mestic violence. In 2004, Smithfield 
residents reported 77 occurrences of do­
mestic violence to the police; in 2005 
there were 62. I assert to you that many 
more incidents went unreported. Already 
this year, there have been five reported 
cases. In fact, one-third of all police time 
is spent responding to domestic violence 
disturbance calls. Rhode Island police 
officials responded to more than 7,930 
domestic violence disturbance calls in 
2004.
The national picture is no better. Each 
year in the United States, approximately 
1.5 million women are physically as­
saulted by an intimate partner. Each day, 
more than three women are murdered by 
male intimate partners.
The statistics are sobering, but there 
are actions being taken to end domestic 
violence and its damaging effects. We 
at Sojourner House would like ot inform 
the public of the options available to 
them. Sojourner House, one of six mem­
ber agencies of the Rhode Island Coali­
tion Against Domestic Violence, offers 
safe shelter and support services for vic­
tims and their children, as well as a range 
of counseling and training services de­
signed to help people reclaim their lives.
Sojourner House is dedicated to sup­
porting victims and promoting awareness 
and education in the community about 
domestic violence. Please call our 
helpline if you or someone you care 
about needs help. Our 24-hour helplines 
are (401)-658-4334 and 765-3232. We 
do not use caller ID, we block our out­
going calls, and we accept collect calls. 
We also encourage you to get educated 
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1 would like to take a moment to pay 
tribute to the unsung heroes of Provi­
dence College. They are steadfast and 
devoted to successfully completing their 
jobs. I am talking about the few, the 
proud—the take-out delivery people.
Last Sunday saw one of the harshest 
blizzards in a long time. The winds were 
ferocious, and the roads nearly impass­
able. As a result, Raymond Cafeteria was 
closed by 5:30 p.m. and Slavin was sim­
ply never opened. Where would desper­
ate PC students find their dinners?
Sure, they could scrounge in their 
rooms for stale chips and barbeque sauce. 
However, before such drastic measures 
became necessary, their cries of distress 
were answered by the brave souls from 
Li Li Wok and Frankly’s Pizza. These 
heroic merchants braved the storm to 
make sure that their deliveries reached 
the stomachs of the PC communitv
When I placed an order to Li Li Wok, 
the woman at the other end of the line 
said, “ft may be as late as 30 minutes. 
We’re running a little slow today.” 1 could 
have kissed her! Thirty minutes? I had 
not really expected anyone to be there at 
all! Yet they were.
When the delivery man arrived at my 
dorm he had plastic bags on his shoes 
and a car full of orders. It looked as 
though Li Li Wok was handling the din­
ner orders of every kid in my dorm. 1 
paid him, thanked him and, as I walked 
back inside, 1 realized that students do 
not appreciate the delivery men and 
women nearly enough. I have heard of 
students pelting delivery men with wa­
ter balloons, refusing to tip, and other 
sorts of atrocities. I wanted to take this 
opportunity to thank these quiet heroes. 
Without them, we would have gone hun­
gry on Sunday night. So thank you, take­
out deliverypeople. And to those mis­
treating them, remember: it is never a 









by Kate lA VINE
A&E Staff
Despite bad reviews, The Pink Panther opens big at 
the box office and is an unexpected crowd-pleaser
There are certain things you should 
automatically be skeptical of: that left­
over piece of pizza from Goldencrust in 
the fridge, the mystery meat at Ray, 
creepy guys at Prime 
Time, and pre-quels/ 
sequels of classic 
movies. I mean,
Halloween is an amazing movie, but did 
we really need Halloween 5: The Re­
venge of Michael Myers? In this tradi­
tion, most people are skeptical of The 
Pink Panther—and rightfully so. You 
are probably thinking they should have 
left well enough alone... and wait, why 
is Beyonce in this movie?
All of these are good questions, and 
normally you would be on the right track, 
but The Pink Panther happens to be an 
atypical remake. Summed up quickly— 
it was downright funny. The Pink Pan­
ther is perfect for anyone who wants to 
giggle like a little kid for 90 minutes or
SO.
Guess who’s back?-. Steve Martin stars as the goofily incompetent Inspector Clouseau, a role made famous 
by the late Peter Sellers.
SONY
Everyone knows the silly accent, the 
catchy tune, and the bumbling detective. 
Die-hard fans of the original Peter 
Sellers’s Pink Panther films will most 
likely be disappointed by this spin-off— 
Sellers’s classic character, Inspector 
Jacques Clouseau, is easy to love but 
hard to imitate. But with all these odds 
against it, The Pink Panther manages to 
rise above the negative hype and steal a 
few good laughs.
In this Clouseau caper, world famous 
French soccer coach Yves Gluant (Jason 
Statham) is murdered with a poison dart 
directly after leading his team to a glori­
ous victory. Surrounded by his team, 
fans, reporters, and pop-star girlfriend 
Xania (Beyonc^ Knowles), Gluant col­
lapses, dead, on the soccer field and his 
priceless diamond ring—“The Pink Pan­
ther”—mysteriously disappears. The at­
tention-greedy Chief Inspector Dreyfus 
(Kevin Kline) summons the bumbling 
Inspector Jacques Clouseau (Steve Mar­
tin) to solve his first big case ever, hop­
Facing the music
by Joe McCormack ’07
A&E Staff
Everyone knows that the Facebook is 
an online database where college stu­
dents inexplicably decide to log on to 
post ridiculous pictures, join social or­
ganizations that re- 
MUSIC quire no time-com-
FEATURE mitment, and vomit
their lives into cat­
egories of interests. It is a wealth of in­
formation, and not just “Oh, man! She’s 
‘In a Relationship’” information. I’m 
talking raw material for some serious so­
ciological research. Luckily, we won’t 
be dealing with serious sociological re­
search here, just conjecture and biased 
opinions.
As a member of the A&E staff of The 
ing that Clouseau will fail so that he can 
solve the case and gain credit for it.
With sidekick Gendarme Gilbert 
Ponton (Jean Reno), Clouseau uses his 
I imited reasoning, poor command of the 
language, and ignorance of the obvious 
to accidentally solve the case in a funny 
and quirky way. Not surprisingly, Steve 
Martin carries the film. I think that an 
hour of Martin simply talking with 
Clouseau’s accent would have been 
equally as funny as the movie was. 
There was a lengthy, but hysterical 
scene devoted entirely to Clouseau try­
ing to say the word “hamburger” with 
an American accent that will have you 
gasping for air.
In the tradition of movies like Xir- 
plane, Clouseau’s character comically 
takes everything literally. Relying 
heavily on slapstick comedy and silly 
jokes, The Pink Panther is the kind of 
movie that you cannot expect to take 
seriously—which is the best part about 
it. There are some sexual jokes that are
Cowl, I guess it’s my job to try to fig­
ure out what kind of interests PC stu­
dents have in the arts and in entertain­
ment. A flash of inspiration—1’11 use 
the Facebook! One of the tools devised 
by the site is Pulse: a simple device that 
lists the top 10 entries in each of the 
interest categories (music, movies, T.V., 
etc.) throughout the College and com­
pares those results to the correspond­
ing top 10’s in other colleges.
The top four musicians, for example, 
among the profiles of PC students, are 
1. Dave Matthews Band (DMB), 2. 
Coldplay, 3. Jack Johnson, and 4. The 
Beatles. If one wishes, one can then 
compare these to the top four musicians 
tabulated throughout all of Facebook: 
1. DMB, 2. Coldplay, 3. Jack Johnson, 
and 4. the Beatles. Hmm. That’s funny. 
relatively funny, and would go right over 
a child’s head, but they are perfectly 
suited for college students.
The Pink Panther is perfect for 
anyone who wants to giggle like 
a little kid for 90 minutes.
As always with a mediocre movie such 
as this one, there are some scenes that were 
incredibly stupid—for lack of a better 
word. Slaptick is funny, but too much is 
annoying. Clouseau’s character is funny 
because of his naivete, and this remake 
tried (unsuccessfully) to take him into the 
next generation. Jokes about cell phones, 
the Internet, and Viagra went overboard 
and were embarrassingly bad.
Beyonce Knowles as the lead female 
fails miserably, as predicted. She can sing,
PC does have the reputation of hav­
ing a very generic student body (whatever 
that means), so perhaps this isn’t that big 
of a surprise. It’s not like Harvard has the 
same bands. They don’t accept only 10 
percent of their applicants and preach di­
versity for nothing. Actually, five of 
Harvard’s top six (the above four and U2) 
are bands in PC’s top 10 (with the notable 
inclusion of Radiohead). Princeton has 
those same six bands in their top eight, as 
does Dartmouth; NYU has five. What 
about small liberal arts schools? Amherst 
but she certainly can’t act—why didn’t 
anyone remember that from. 
Goldmemher? Luckily, she only has 
about 20 lines, so it is easy to pretend 
that she wasn’t even in the movie. Kline 
as Dreyfus and Reno as Ponton provide 
a solid supporting cast for Martin, who 
easily steals every scene.
While this definitely is not the best 
overall movie out there, it is certainly the 
best movie to see if you are looking for 
something silly and fun. With an hour 
and 32 minute running time, it is the per­
fect length for this comedy adventure.
The instinct to be skeptical is a natu­
ral one, but this prequel manages to hold 
its own. The Pink Panther is not the next 
great comedy, but it certainly surpassed 
my expectations. 1 would recommend 
seeing it the next time you feel like put­
ting off a growing mound of homework 
—it is certainly a safer bet than that pizza 
in the fridge.
GRADE: B+ 
has all six in their top 10, as does Will­
iams; Lafayette has four.
What about schools in the South? If 
you drop Radiohead and U2, and add 
Led Zeppelin and Green Day (on most 
of the previous lists), University of Ala­
bama, and University of Miami have all 
six, and Alabama State and Oglethorpe 
have five. Western schools USC and 
Washington State have all six as well.
Surely art schools must have differ­
ent choices. The New School in New 
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Mozzarella’s
1410 Mineral Springs Ave. 
Providence, R.I.
(401) 353-3001
So you want Italian food but you don’t 
want to spend a bundle and you don’t 
want to deal with parking on Federal Hill. 
Well, you might be thinking about going 
to Mozzarella’s. It’s only a few minutes 
away and it serves your traditional Ital­
ian fare. However, it has neither the am­
biance nor the gourmet that slightly more 
pricey Providence establishments offer. 
In my humble opinion, spending a few 
extra bucks for a “nice” restaurant is 
worth it, but if you’re looking for some­
thing a little less formal, Mozzarella’s 
isn’t bad.
Atmosphere: This place looks exactly 
like a chain “bar and grill” on the inside.
There are booths lining the walls and a
WWWMOZZARELLASGRILL.COM
anything that would scare children.
great big bar in the middle of the room. I 
vaguely remember the decor being 
mostly red and green, but that just might 
be because those are colors in the Italian 
flag and that’s all I can think of. At any 
rate, the atmosphere is standard—not 
impressive, but nice and clean. Also, 
Mozzarella’s is very family-oriented so 
there isn’t any serious art on the walls or
Selection: Like I said, traditional Italian 
food is served. Think pasta in alfredo, 
marinara, and vodka sauces; chicken, 
veal, and eggplant parmesan; steak and 
chicken entrees; and, of course, pizza. 
The appetizers were what you would 
expect, as well, with bruschetta, shrimp, 
and calamari topping the list. There was
also a long list of salads to choose from, 
such as grilled chicken, Greek, and Cae­
sar.
Quality: The food was pretty good. The 
House White pizza with feta, mozzarella, 
cheddar, and fresh tomatoes was cheesy 
and filling. The baked scrod mozzarella 
was (just like it sounds) baked scrod with 
a thick layer of mozzarella melted on top. 
It was surprisingly tasty and, again, 
cheesy, which is always a good thing.
Service: It was bad. We waited forever 
for our drinks and even longer for our 
food. The waitress also reminded us to 
save our forks after the appetizers as she 
couldn’t promise that we’d get replace­
ments if they were taken away.
Overall: Inexpensive and, well, average. 
GRADE: B-
Seeing what’s hidden in Cache
by James McGehee ’08 
Asst. A&E Editor
Cache opens with a long shot of a se­
rene side street in France—the kind filled 
with pastel colors, chirping birds, and 
Smart Cars. Soon we discover that this 
footage is a video 
MOVIE being watched by
REVIEW Georges and Anne
Laurent (Daniel 
Auteuil and Juliette Binoche). The house 
in the picture is the Laurents’ house, and 
it is the only image on a tape Anne dis­
covered in a grocery bag left on the front 
porch. Immediately, paranoia sets in.
Georges bears a strange physical re­
semblance to Simon Cowell of Ameri­
can Idol. Georges, like Simon, hosts a 
T.V. show, but Georges’s literary talk 
show would not tolerate the shenanigans 
that meander into the ephemeral lime­
light claiming “I have talent” (these are 
the types that need to watch videotapes 
of themselves). And despite his reputa­
tion, 1 bet the off-camera Simon Cowell 
is as much a pushover as everybody’s fa­
vorite uncle after a whiskey sour. 
Georges, on the other hand, keeps his lips 
pursed and shows leanings toward rac­
ism.
Another tape arrives, and it shows the 
farmhouse in which Georges grew up. 
The tape comes wrapped in an ominous 
crayon drawing. The drawing, which di­
rectly relates to Georges’s childhood, 
leads him to believe he knows who the 
culprit is.
The next tape plays out as a long 
tracking shot that leads to a door. Since 
Georges is able to make out the name on 
a blurred street sign, he finds his way to 
the very door on which the video image 
stopped. Residing behind this door is 
Majid, a French-Algerian man. Georges 
knows Majid because his parents 
adopted Majid when they were both chil­
dren. The six-year-old Georges’s hatred 
of his adopted brother led him to deceive 
his parents and ensure Mijad’s removal 
to a foster home. Mijad denies anything 
to do with the tapes. He seems ardently 
sincere, but Georges is convinced that 
the prank is Mijad’s act of revenge.
On the home front, the knowledge that 
they are under surveillance drives the 
Laurent family apart, instead of uniting 
them in protective solidarity. Anne and 
Georges lose each others’ trust. Their 
son, Pierrot, gives them the cold shoul­
der. Is this just teenage angst or is some­
thing more going on? The result the tapes 
have on the family dynamic plays sec­
ond to a more interesting conflict, that 
of guilt and moral responsibility. Cache 
provokes a legitimate moral issue: Can 
a six-year-old boy be held responsible 
for the destruction of one man’s life? In 
my elementary Christian schooling, I was 
led to believe we are not morally respon­
sible beings until age seven, “the age of 
reason.” I now understand more fully; we 
are responsible for a wrong once we are 
aware it is wrong.
Cache contains an event so harrow­
ing it is the only time I have been in an
They could have at least burned it onto a DVD'. An anonymous someone 
is sending Anne and Georges Laurent video tapes that show them 
under surveillance.
audience who has screamed and almost 
jumped out of the seats without the aide 
of the dark, creepy music, or a jump cut 
that falls on a ghastly figure. (Interest­
ingly, the film uses no score).
Because Cache ends without a reso­
lution, it is hard to explain this event and 
its motives that form the story’s crux. 
Many bemoan stories where the plot 
never comes full circle. But Cache’s re­
fusal to provide easy answers does not 
subtract from its worth. An unresolved 
ending is usually better than a cheap end­
ing.
The screenplay, by the director 
Michael Haneke, tries its hand at politi­
cal satire. Maybe it is my ignorance of 
the French-Algerian war, but this topic 
seems to make an uncomfortable fit in 
the thematic tapestry. Cache works best 
at a personal level, where it builds into 
an ever escalating nightmare from which, 
I imagine, its characters can never re­
cover.
GRADE: B+
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by Jess McCauley '07
A&E Staff
1)2: The Mighty Ducks 
Directed by Sam Weisman
Gordon Bombay and his motley crew 
of skaters are a little older, not so 
much wiser, and vaguely ready to 
compete in the Goodwill Games. 1 his 
time they are joined by various tal­
ents from across the hockey nation 
such as Julie “the Cat" Gaffney and 
Wu Wu Wu Kenny Wu. You’ll laugh, 
you'll cry, you’ll wonder how kids 
from South Central L.A. can play 
hockey well enough to develop a 
"knucklepuck" shot that could never 
feasibly happen in the sport. Argu­
ably better than the original and cer­





Even on the coldest, most drearily 
rainy/snowy walk from my house on 
Eaton, putting Cartel’s first full- 
length on my headphones can make 
puppies, kittens, ponies, rainbows 
and sunshine appear on the lower 
quad, dancing with me oil to class. 
You're missing out if have not yet 
experienced these perfectly crafted 
punkish pop melodies that require 
serious sing-alongs and legitimate 
rocking out. One listen just might 
make obsessed with putting "Burn 
This City” repeatedly on your iPod, 
or at least with waiting to hear City 
Heroic cover it at their next show.
Sex. Drugs and C 'ocoa Puffs
By Chuck Klosterman
From the Real World's influence on 
social archetypes to personal reflec­
tions on the absurdity of soccer s 
popularity in the United States. 
Klosterman's entertainingly exhaus­
tive pop culture knowledge discusses 
everything about the American Zeit­
geist that our A.D.D. geneiation 
could ask for. I didn’t know it was 
possible to use the Celtics/Lakers i i- 
valry as a vehicle to discuss race le- 
lations in the past 30 years, but that s 
just one example of the arbitraly ge­
nius his essays posses.
The Academy Is . . .
amazing live
by Jess McCauley ’07
A&E Staff
Tuesday nights are notoriously un­
eventful. The somber beginnings of the 
week still tug at our downtrodden shoul­
ders and the weekend is still more than a 
day away (at least if 
CONCERT your weekend starts
REVIEW on Thursday). Last
Tuesday, however, 
the air was pulsing with the sugar-sweet 
sounds of the Truckstops and Statelines 
Tour at Lupo’s, headlined by The Acad­
emy Is... with supporting acts Panic! At 
the Disco, Acceptance, and 
hellogoodbye. Greg Damiani ’06 made 
a convincing case that it should have 
been called the “Excessive Punctuation 
Tour,” but regardless of nominal argu­
ments, I was ready to pump some fists, 
jam out, and push some prepubescent 
emo-haired kids out of my way.
So I had some Chardonnay and missed 
hellogoodbye... what of it? From what 
I gathered, the electronic-rock-pop hy­
brid was delightfully entertaining and al­
together shtick-y, which is what you 
might expect from a band that is trying 
to recreate “Beach Blanket Bingo” in 
their current music video. I did make it 
in time to see Acceptance occupy most 
of the crowd with their emo alt-rock pres­
ence. I have neither enduring malice nor 
enraptured lust for the sonic experience 
that is Acceptance, so I can’t say that I 
was all that impressed, or disappointed. 
They’re not bad, they’re just not anything 
for a jelly-braceleted young concert-at­
tendee to run home, and write a poem 
about in his or her myspace blog. I did 
recognize the catchy up-tempo anti-ex­
girlfriend diatribe “Over You,” the even­
paced “So Contagious” and chorus- 
driven “Take Cover,” as well as “Perma­
nent,” the single off the band’s first full- 
length, Phantoms.
Panic! At the Disco is one of those 
bands that feels the need to exhibit their 
verboseness in aggrandizing song titles, 
but their set was by no means as weari­
some. They absolutely lit up the stage 
from start to finish, electrifying the air 
and audience with their vaudevillian 
dance-punk numbers. It was impossible 
not to boogie to songs like the guitar- 
driven “The Only Difference Between 
Martyrdom and Suicide is Press Cover­
age,” and piano-showcasing “But It’s 
Better IfYou Do.” Panic! implemented 
their recently released single, “I Write 
Sins Not Tragedies,” a sonically jarring 
foray into the perversities of a marriage, 
as well as showcasing their anthemic ten­
dencies in “Camisado” and “Build God, 
Then We’ll Talk,” during which the origi­
nally-spun chorus about “raindrops on 
roses” was bellowed by me and every­
one else in the crowd.
Audience participation climaxed ap- 
Pulse: Less important than your love for Coldplay
continued from page 11
York City has four; Emerson has five. 
In fact, out of 17 schools that I looked at 
and out of 170 possibilities for variation, 
there were only 29 musicians listed. With 
the exception of the expected Kenny 
Chesney in the South, Bjork at the New 
School, and Gospel at UAB, the schools 
more or less followed the same script. 
This is not to say that every college fol­
lows this pattern, but it is to say that this 
is bloody ridiculous. It’s not like there 
are only 30 good bands from which to 
choose. Moreover, this trend extends to 
all of the Interest categories: movies, 
T.V., and books. The Da Vinci Code, 
Catcher in the Rye, Fight Club, Anchor­
man, Family Guy, the OC: one can’t help 
but hear Michael Foucault’s whispering
propriately during “Lying is the Most 
Fun a Girl Can Have WithoutTaking Her 
Clothes Off’ when the f-word was con­
sequently screamed-along by all the 
kiddies who had to be up for junior high 
the next morning. Panicl’s high-energy 
songs may sound eerily like Fall Out Boy, 
their lead singer may have matched the 
vocal inflections of FOB vocalist Patrick 
Stumpf note for note, and critics may cut 
them down for being intentionally overt 
with the burlesque theatrics, but I dare 
any of Panic!’s enemies not to dance at 
one of their shows. That would be a feat 
more difficult than avoiding one of 
Chuck Norris’s roundhouse kicks to the 
face.
The Academy Is... brought the show 
to a crescendo as they performed essen­
tially their entire album “Almost Here,” 
which has become a staple in any rock 
appreciator’s repertoire throughout the 
past year. Ever-effeminate frontman Wil­
iam Beckett crooned away on highlights 
like recently released single “Slow 
Down,” the bouncy jaunt “The Phrase 
That Pays,” and the angsty
laughter. One can’t help but think that 
the sky is falling in on diversity of ideas.
What does this mean? It does not 
mean that the sky is falling. Firstly, this 
reflects only those students who decide 
it is a good idea to make a Facebook pro­
file and include their favorite bands. 
Secondly, the Beatles are the greatest 
band since electrification and Radiohead 
is the best band playing right now. 
Thirdly, who really cares if a big major­
ity of the population picks up every white 
marble that popular culture lays down in 
front of them (especially if most of the 
marbles are quite shiny and pleasing)?
Perhaps rather than lamenting this 
sameness, I should be praising Dave 
Matthews Band, and Jack Johnson, and 




ing to pop-punk 
rockers Panic! 
At The Disco 
(above) live 
is probably the 
most fun you 
can have 
without taking 




listening to The 
Academy Is... 
(right).FUELED BY RAMEN
“Checkmarks.” Interspersed in the set 
were two unreleased tracks, “The Fever,” 
an acoustic barrage played solo by 
Beckett, and “Pour Yourself a Drink,” 
both of which will be showcased on 
TAI’s upcoming EP “From the Carpet,” 
a collection of acoustic reworkings and 
demos from their second full-length. The 
pop-punk quintet ended in good form 
with “Almost Here,” which Beckett 
slightly impaired by going off on a req­
uisite “it’s all about the fans” disserta­
tion, but the rousing breakdown made up 
for his ramblings. Fan favorite “Black 
Mamba” finished up the show at an in­
vigorating level with its rolling drum beat 
and down stroke guitars. TAI.... pro­
vided the usual tight performance, show­
ing they’ve matured as musicians since 
their humble beginnings as an opening 
act.
Excessive amounts of punctuation 
aside, the Truckstops and Statelines Tour 
is definitely worthwhile if you’re into the 
pop/punk/emo/rock scene and don’t 
mind sharing sweat with a few kids 
whomight not know what an ellipsis is.
making music that people apparently re­
ally enjoy listening to. Cheers! Good 
form Dave, Jack, Ben!
On the other hand, maybe this is an­
other indicator that we live in a society 
that, while it preaches diversity, is filled 
with vast mobs of people who just want 
to respond with the correct answers when 
someone asks them their interests so that 
they can disappear back into the fog and 
remain desperately normal in the eyes of 
others. It is an indication that we live in 
a media-soaked, group-thought driven 
panopticon in which sameness is the only 
remedy to the freakish, alienated indi­
viduals hanging on to its precipice.
I think I’ll side with the former. Gq 
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Art for art’s sake
AS220's Broad Street Studio gives local 
artists a chance to have their voices heard
by Mike Holland ’06
A&E Staff
Hip-hop dissenters often argue 
against its cultural relevance, claiming 
that the art form is self-depreciating and 
endorses deviant behavior. With the un­
yielding commercial 
MUSIC grjp on mainstream
FEATURE media, it is certainly
difficult to unmask 
any resourcefulness in the music that has 
made popular “bling-bling,” video 
chicks, mack-lO’s and platinum grills. I 
am thankful, however, that those at 
AS220’s Broad Street Studio are trying 
to break that mold.
AS220 is an art gallery and perfor­
mance center that prides itself on the 
“unjuried” and “uncensored” exhibition 
of Rhode Island art. The facilities and 
services are made available to all artists 
who need a forum to articulate their own 
creative and artistic endeavors, espe­
cially those who cannot otherwise obtain 
space to exhibit or perform due to finan­
cial restraints. As a mission, those at 
AS220 aim to provide a welcoming en­
vironment for the creative population of 
Rhode Island. Any artist can book a per­
formance at any time with complete and 
total artistic freedom as long as he or she 
is from Rhode Island.
Branching off AS220 is the Broad 
Street Studio, a transitional arts program 
designed to engage Rhode Island’s youth. 
The studio especially focuses on those 
recently released from the Rhode Island 
Training School (R.I.T.S.)—a unit of 
juvenile correction services for Rhode 
Island’s State Department for Children, 
Youth, and Families.
Those at Broad Street Studio, includ­
ing Performance Art Coordinator and 
Providence College alum, David 
Gonzalez, recognize the transcendent 
power of creative expression. “Art,” said 
Gonzalez, “is a crucial part of our com­
munity.” He continued, noting that Viet­
nam soldiers got musical performances 
while in combat and it was proven to 
keep some level of sanity in the face of 
adversity.
Conscious of this, those at Broad 
Street Studio have developed a new vi- 
siojyfor Rhode Island’s youth. The tran­
sition from criminal activity to active 
expression is made smooth through three 
mediums: visual art, performance art and 
literary art. By employing these arts, they 
hope to break the cycle of recidivism and 
integrate troubled youth back into a 
healthy community. In a culture where 
less and less emphasis is granted toward 
the arts, Broad Street Studio acts as a
AS220
BROAD STREET STUDIO
Turning a restroom into a recording 
studio; now that’s creative-. The 
AS220’s Broad Street Studio is where 
HipHop220, a group of young emcees 
rapping verses in the same songs, 
records its music. Under the direction 
of David Gonzalez and his program, 
the “Best of Both Worlds,” 
local artists have a financially feasible 
way to record their music.
breath of fresh air, offering arts-based job 
opportunities to youth.
With this mission as a backdrop, 
David Gonzalez has initiated a new 
project that aims to use hip-hop music 
as a bridge between those inside juve­
nile detention and those outside. He calls 
it the “Best of Both Worlds.”
With an original beat selection, 
Gonzalez has cleverly mastered a col­
laborative musical venture whereby vari­
ous young emcees rap verses in the same 
song; some from inside the training 
school and others from outside, namely 
the Broad Street Studio’s collective 
group known as HipH’op220. They have 
never even met. He weds them together 
in the consistent theme of expressing 
“Where I’m From.” The kids just ran 
with it.
The youth recorded their own tracks, 
generated their own topics and themes, 
created vocal arrangements and even 
designed the cover art for the album. In 
addition to Gonzalez, production help 
was provided by the AS220 community, 
including Joey Beats of non-Prophets 
and D.J. Discrete of Pressure Group. 
There was obviously no recording equip­
ment already set up in the juvenile de­
tention, so they had to build a studio in 
an old bathroom. Mounted alongside the 
sound-screened microphone is a urinal. 
It didn’t matter. Once the demos were 
recorded onto CD format, these young 
emcees would feel like hip hop giants.
In Gonzalez’s mind, by expressing 
themselves in healthy ways through hip 
hop, these kids will come out with higher 
aims and resist the lifestyles that put them 
in detention in the first place. MP3 ver­
sions of the tracks they have compiled 
are available for free at www.AS220.org.
A true hip-hop historian, Gonzalez 
acknowledges the necessity of hip-hop 
culture. Never intended to advocate de­
viant behavior and perpetuate prejudices, 
hip-hop is meant for the development of 
an evolving artistic lifestyle.
Hoping to abolish “cookie-cutter art,” 
Gonzalez understands the need for artis­
tic progression. Whether van Gogh or 
Pollock, Heidegger or Jay-Z, artistic ex­
pression should always be emerging. By 
infusing the arts into the hearts of so 
many young Rhode Islanders, it is very 
likely that the Broad Street Studio’s cata­
lytic presence will perpetuate this sav­
ing progress and will continue to act as 
an authentic model of hip-hop culture.
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Coincidences, nothing more than sour serendipity
by Megan Bishop ’07 
Portfolio Editor
It was the jagged circles of hamburger 
rolls, stale Italian bread, and half-frozen 
hot dog buns that stirred the birds from 
their refuge beneath a tall willow tree.
This was an equal commu- 
SHORT nity, where ducks and swans 
STORY swam together, each pre­
tending not to notice how 
different they really were. Long-necked 
and majestic, the swans swam out first, 
the fastest, with no regard for anything 
but their own beaks.
The ducks, not quite as stunning, 
seemed to move in formation, 
strategizing the most accurate way to 
scoop up the bread before it sank to feed 
the guppies below. But, as different as 
they were, they shared the same eyes, 
opaque and onyx, and saw nothing but 
the balls of bobbing nourishment. For a 
short while they may have truly believed 
that their food fell from the sky with the 
raindrops. But, it was the man hidden 
under a dark umbrella, silent against a 
tree that caused them to venture from 
beneath branches on a day when the pond 
was anything but glasslike.
However fascinating these ducks 
were, it was the bread thrower that was 
the more curious sight that afternoon. 
Haphazardly he threw the bread, some­
times far onto the dimpled surface of the 
water, where it was quickly scooped up 
by orange beaks, and sometimes no fur­
ther than his own feet. If it had been a 
clear day, and the sun had bounced off 
the surface of the water, one might be­
lieve that the man was crying beneath his 
tree. But the rain provided protection, 
masking his teardrops as raindrops, 
which mixed together in the deep 
wrinkles of his face. It was the mild thun­
der in the distance that covered his sobs, 
dubbing them as laughter or possible 
sighs of awe over the beauty of nature.
After some time, the ducks and swans 
gained enough courage to pick at the 
bread that had landed in the grass 
amongst the man’s feet. But, calling this 
action courageous was a strong, gener­
ous gesture. The bravado of these feath-
There s nothing wrong with a little
Calypso ring to liven up Western Civ
by Kristina Reardon ’08 
Asst. Portfolio Editor
Reflecting back on my life, I have 
come to realize that 1 may divide my 
short existence on this glorious planet 
into two distinct fazes: life before I had 
a cell phone and my cur- 
essayI rent life with a cell 
' phone. I’m certain that
the latter, while once so 
desired, will end up being the stuff of 
my demise.
Back in elementary school, nobody 
even knew what a cell phone was. When 
1 was in middle school, my family was 
the proud owner of a small 35 lb. car 
phone. By the time I was in high school, 
however, both my parents (and every­
body who was anybody in my mind) had 
cell phones. I, sadly, did not.
Thus began my quest to obtain one. 
Really, it was embarrassing not to have 
one. After school, and at social events at 
the high school, you could tell who had 
a cell phone. Those who had cell phones 
would boast a bulge in the pocket, where 
the phone was stored. There were still 
others who kept their cell phones in 
purses or backpacks, and you could dis­
Tim Pisach 
ered creatures was fickle, and their trials 
tended to be made simply for hunger and 
not because they sought adventure or to 
discover the taste of a teardrop.
Of course, the man knew this. He 
knew the birds were not here to comfort 
him, or look into his eyes and question 
the red zigzags that traveled from pupil 
to lid. They could not understand the tri­
als of his life, and why their feathers 
made him think of sunnier days. Butthat 
didn’t matter, for their comfort laid in 
their consistency. It didn’t matter what 
he had done that day, who he had yelled 
at, cut off at a street light, thought ter­
rible things about—what mattered was 
that he provide some bread, and they 
would always come to him.
It’s an unusual thing, consistency, and 
when broken, leads to aching hearts and 
sleepless nights. On this day, he sat there 
for a long time, longer than most people 
linger around ponds. Some days he 
would come for only a moment, just to 
toss a hamburger bun, and quickly walk 
away. But she had left him for good this 
time, and he needed to be anywhere but 
within the walls of his house, where ev­
erything smelled like her hair. He should 
have noticed last year when she stopped 
tinguish between those types of backpack 
or purse owners and the regular back­
pack owners (with no cell phones) by the 
level of security assigned to the bag. Cell 
phone owners would clutch their purses 
closely to their sides, hoping the device 
would vibrate (it had to be set on si­
lent” mode while in school), so they 
could fake being embarrassed and pull 
the thing out to shut it off.
I’d like to think that a few times in 
my pre-cell-phone-owning years that 
people actually thought I was one of the 
lucky few who had one. I’d like to think 
that my superb acting skills (I guarded 
my purse at levels the Pentagon should 
question) or the bulge in my coat pocket 
(quarters for the pay phone in the school 
lobby) tricked a few people.
Thus, I was able to maintain a small 
group of contacts in high school, salvag­
ing some semblance of a social life. To­
day I call these people, who knew and 
loved me before I had my brand new 
Verizon camera phone, my friends.
Senioryearofhigh school, when most 
of the restrictions of my junior operator’s 
license had faded into oblivion, my par­
ents presented me with the small cellu­
lar device I so desired. 
kissing his cheek before she drifted to 
sleep, or when she bought that new per­
fume, even though he told her he hated 
the smell of musk. They tell you the signs, 
and then when they’re right in front of 
your eyes, you become blind to them, 
hoping that the coincidences are noth­
ing more than sour serendipity.
After awhile, the birds went back be­
neath the willow to escape the rain. A 
few straggled behind, swimming circles 
in the pond’s center, braving the dark sky 
that was just beginning to clear. When 
his tears had dried, he tossed his last 
piece of bread that had been hidden in 
his jacket pocket, and stood up.
This time the birds didn’t swim out 
from their shelter. Perhaps they were full 
from their previous snack, or maybe they 
thought their brave friends, who were still 
swimming, would gulp it up before they 
could. No one acted, though, and the 
bread soon became saturated with wa­
ter. It was probably best that the man had 
already turned his back and walked to­
ward his car. It was best he not see his 
ball of bread partially disintegrate and 
sink to the bottom of the pond. It was 
best not to know that it had been forgot­
ten.
My cell phone and I enjoyed one year 
of bliss before animosity set in. This was 
because (who am I kidding?) 1 actually 
didn t need a cell phone as a senior in 
high school.
By the time my cell phone became a 
necessity rather than a mere desire, I was 
ready to throw the thing out the window, 
into a lake, in front of a speeding vehicle, 
any combination of the three ... and if 
there are any other options forme, please 
let me know.
I began life with my cell phone with 
a cool ring tone. I believe I first selected 
a piece of ragtime originally composed 
by Scott Joplin for the piano. After a 
month of college, I got sick of that 
techno-infused Joplin tune real fast, so I 
switched to a calypso beat.
Today, whenever any of my friends 
or family hear any song with anything 
that sounds remotely like a steel drum, 
they assume my cell phone is ringing. 
They are right about half of the time.
My cell phone rings at really great 
times. I fondly remember my first col­
lege class. I was sitting in a small semi­






by Alison Espach ’07 
Portfolio Staff
The morning after their argument, I 
heard a large crash outside my window, 
and 1 j umped th inking it was the Apoca­
lypse, but it turned out to be a garbage 
man throwing our trash cans to the 
ground. They are always doing that, 
garbage men, the only workers I know 
who can throw things to the ground and 
get away with it. It was pretty dumb 
though, I’d say, thinking it was the end 
of the world. That’s what George 
would have told me when I ran into his 
room waiting for him to scream about 
Jesus and the saints.
George never wanted to talk about 
religion, not since he was a kid. When 
he was little I caught him stealing my 
stuffed animals and making a little con­
gregation, each animal prepared with a 
rosary around its neck, while the other 
neighborhood kids played dodge-ball 
around the comer. Sometimes he stole 
the previous night’s bread for commun­
ion, and once, I even caught him steal­
ing some Merlot from our liquor cabi­
net.
A few years later he started swear­
ing. He said it added character to what­
ever it is you are saying. Once he tried 
to explain to me that it adds humor, like 
say, if you put any curse word and 
“grandma” in the same sentence, the 
sentence becomes funny. I remember 
that when he told me this, 1 giggled un­
til I cried.
None of us knew where George in­
herited his need to swear. No one in 
my family swore too much, only on spe­
cial occasions. Like the one time my 
father caught Tommy, the neighbor­
hood kid, thinking it was funny to pin 
me to the ground and make me curse. 
He wouldn’t let me up until I said the 
really vulgar ones, and when my father 
came home and saw this, he said 
enough swears to keep Tommy from 
ever coming back to our yard.
And then George started talking 
about all these weird things, about how 
everything could change “just like 
that!”—and then he would snap his fin­
gers in front of my eyes. I didn’t know 
quite what he was talking about and 
asked him if it was like that time 1 al­
most died once, chewing on a Mamba, 
some Spanish candy a kid gave me. I 
sucked it right to the back of my throat, 
and almost choked on the damn thing.
“That could have been it,” I said. 
“That Mamba could have been my first 
and my last. It would have been tragic. 
Tragically pathetic to die choking on a 
Spanish chew that 1 never really wanted 
in the first place.” But he said it wasn’t 
what he meant at all and became an­
noyed that I just didn’t get it.
But no one ever thought it would get 
like this. The morning after their argu­
ment, I cursed the garbage men for 
making me think it was the Apocalypse 
because if it were at least that, eventu­
ally it all would have been okay. But 
all I found was George’s red shorts 
ranging over his bed post, and when 
my mother went to take them off a week 
later, I yelled at her. He was sure to 
come back and get them. They were 
lis favorite after all, and I couldn’t 
imagine that he would have just forgot­
ten about them. I didn’t think people 
actually forgot things like that, like they 
were never even there.
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Dear Frantic Friar,
Roommate situations are always 
tough, for the simple fact that you live
with them, and 
thus you have 
to see them ev­
ery time you 
step out of the 
shower or want 




you do to 
tackle this is­
sue, it needs to
Making PC an emotionally stable place, 
one letter at a time...
be done with the consideration that you 
will have to see these people for another 
three months, at least.
Your three roommates, the ones that 
sit close to you on the couch . .. maybe 
they just really like you, or maybe they’re 
not involved enough on campus. They 
may also have a problem with personal 
space. So, next time they sit close to you 
on the couch, turn to them and say: “Get 
away from me, you creep-show.” And 
hopefully they will.
Your roommate Mim and his swim­
ming partner are probably just friends. 
I’ve always found it weird that two girls 
could be permanently together and no 
one would find it odd, but the moment 
two boys enjoy a little partner swimming, 
people start to think things. If they start 
to shoot each other lovingly glances 
across the room, you might want to ask 
them what is going on. But, embrace it— 
being different is fun.
For that final roommate, the “Call on 
Me” fan ... it’s one thing to rock out to 
techno in a bar environment, but it’s a 
completely different thing when you are 
alone in your room hip thrusting on a 
regular basis. I have a roommate who 
likes to dance in her room, but she just 
snaps really loud and sings along. 
Maybe you should just stay away from 
this one.
So, Frantic Friar, my advice to you is if 
they are creeping you out to the point 
where you can no longer sleep in your 
room then seek a room change. Good 
luck!
Dear Tiffany and Earl,
I live in one of the apartments and I am starting to get scared 
by my roommates. Merry, Mim, and Tike are always waiting 
for me to come home and want to start hanging out—and they 
get really close to me on the couch. Merry is gone a lot, 
usually in the library, and he will just show up at random 
times, totally sketching me out. Mim is always with my direct 
roommate Mada, and we never know where they are. They 
usually say they are swimming together, but I just don’t think I 
can believe that. Tike is the worst though—he turns on his 
music really loud and then starts hip thrusting and singing the 
“Call on Me ” song or anything by Matisyahu. I am totally not 
into hip thrusting and I wonder why he does this alone, by 
himself in the dark. I was wondering: how can I get more 
friends on this campus so I am not creeped out by my room 
mates all the time? And, is there a suppoi t group set up on 
campus for this kind of stuff?
Hiding in my closet, 
A Frantic Friar
Was your Valentine Day a little more lackluster than expected?
Dear Frantic,
The fault, dear Brutus, lies not 
within the stars but within ourselves.
From what you 
have written, it 
seems as 
though you are 
to blame for 
your roommate 
dysfunctions, 





lain. It seems to
me that it is time for us to start owning 
up to our faults.
In your case, this is college my dear 
boy, and it is all about experiences. 
Live a little. Granted, Tike’s pelvic 
being thrusted in your face is a little 
strange, but I say try it. Experience 
something new—who knows, you may 
like it. As for your other roommates 
wl o like to sit close to you, embrace it. 
By that I mean embrace them. Next 
time they jump on the couch, gently 
caress their thighs .. . that will send 
them a message.
If that doesn’t seem to work, then 
talk about shotguns over a pouch of Big 
League Chew. I am sure that any flavor 
would be appropriate. Grape was 
always my favorite flavor of shredded 
bubble gum. I would love pushing it in 
between my lip and gums, sending a 
rush of abrasive sugar right into my 
bloodstream. Unfortunately, I have not 
been able to find any Big League Chew 
ever since I stopped hanging out at 
Little League baseball games so I have 
had to switch to Grape Copenhagen. I 
have to say that, although it gives me a 
rush, the rush is just not the same. And 
the case of oral cancer I now have, 
which resulted in the Joss of two teeth, 
somehow does not match the same 
euphoric feel of a Big League Chew.
But I digress. Advice: Clean up your 
act. Stop being such a baby and enjoy 
Big League Chew and Little League 
baseball games, and the rest is gravy.
A seventh grade diary—books vs. boys
SHORT 
STORY
by Jennifer McCafferty ’07 
Portfolio Staff
With a mighty heave, I managed to 
drag the box so thin as to transmit light 
in the comer away from the wall. It left 
a trail in the dust on the cement floor, 
and two tiny spiders 
scuttled in chaotic 
circles. I knelt down 
next to the box and 
wiped the grime from the top of it. There, 
in my mother’s illegible scrawl, was the 
label I had been looking for: Emily’s 
Books, 1984 - 1999.
A thrill rushed over me. Finally! Af­
ter hours of sorting through the collec­
tion of various assorted artifacts that had 
accumulated in my parents’ basement 
since their marriage, I had found my old 
books. I hadn’t looked at them in years, 
and even now, I only wanted to extract 
my copy of The Little Engine That Could 
so I could give it to my niece for her first 
birthday. Still, I had been a total book 
nerd as a kid, and the thought of getting 
another glimpse at the pages that had so 
sparked my imagination as a child was 
rather exciting to me. I liked the idea of 
losing myself in nostalgia.
I peeled off the masking tape and 
folded back the lids of the box. There 
they were: all of my favorite books, 
stacked haphazardly and smelling 
vaguely like school supplies. Smiling, I 
began my hunt for the desired book, tak­
ing its boxmates out and pausing to read 
a few pages here and there. Some had 
pages embellished by my crooked hand­
writing, some still contained bookmarks, 
and some were so dog-eared that the cor­
c
ners of the pages were tearing. A few 
were missing covers while others look 
brand-new—my favoritism was fairly 
obvious.
I was nearing the bottom of the box, 
thinking that maybe The Little Engine 
That Could had been stowed in another 
box, when 1 came upon a smaller book 
with a solid, blank cover. Puzzled, I 
lifted it into the light, and suddenly, a 
wave of recognition washed over me.
“Oh my God!” I cried, startling an­
other spider and sending it scurrying 
away. It was my diary from seventh 
grade! The most dramatic year of my 
life! I was about to open it, then hesi­
tated, wondering if I truly wanted to re­
live all the awkwardness and drama of 
my 13-year-old self.
ILLUSTRATION BY CAITLIN READ ’06/The Cowl
“Why not?” I asked the spider, who 
was watching cautiously from a distance. 
I opened the cover and stared down into 
an entry dated two weeks before Christ­
mas, 1997:
Dear Diary: Today in math class, I 
sat behind Matt. Not because 1 like him, 
because I don't. It was the only seat 
left. But Sarah passed me a note saying 
I should dance with him at the Christ­
mas dance. I don’t know why she thinks 
I like him. I don’t want people to think I 
like him. So I’m ignoring him. Andi 
ignored Sarah at lunch for even suggest­
ing that I like Matt, but we made up and 
we ’re going to the mall tomorrow if my 
mom can drive us. It should be fun. 
Love, Emily.
I sat for a moment, still trying to fol-
low the logic of my seventh-grade self, 
and then burst out laughing. Of course I 
had been in love with Matt or, as “in love” 
with him as 1 could have been without 
ever talking to him. And the fact that I 
had dotted every “i” with hearts didn’t 
make my former protestations any more 
convincing. Still chuckling, I flipped 
ahead a few pages to a January entry:
Dear Diary: Matt said hi to me at re­
cess today. It was weird because I 
couldn’t really ignore him since he was 
talking to me, so we ended up having this 
long conversation about our math home­
work. Really awkward. I hope he doesn’t 
think I’m a dork (not that I care). Sarah 
keeps telling me 1 should just talk to him. 
She says that ignoring him just makes it 
look like I like him, but that doesn’t make 
sense to me. Why would 1 ignore some­
one I like? I mean, Matt’s really cool, 
but I don’t LIKE him like him. I don’t 
know, it's so weird. Love, Emily.
Shaking my head, I closed the diary. 
I was a ridiculous individual. As I re­
sumed my excavation of the box, I mused 
about the irony in my childhood displays 
of affection. The books I had loved were 
clearly marked by how worn-down they 
were, whereas the people I had liked were 
singled out by my avoidance of them.
“Thank God that stage is over,” I told 
the spider, who had mysteriously van­
ished. I reached into the box again and 
pulled out the final book: my beaten-up 
edition of The Little Engine That Could. 
Relieved that it hadn’t been misplaced, I 
set it aside and began putting the other 
books, including the diary, back into the 
box to be resealed and stored away for 
some future foray into nostalgia.
She said, He said 
This Week
when your friends sit  just
a little too close to you on the couch
Write to Tiffany and Earl
Send your emails to:
Ask tiffanyearl@yahoo.com














Kings in the Park
by Sarah Arnini ’07
Portfolio Staff
I stood at Kennedy Plaza 
gazing at the park across the way, 
where two kings sat upon their thrones 
wearing silky green garments around their necks, 
and feather coats of gray.
The kings’ eyes shone bright in the early morning sun, 
as 1 watched the royal subjects play.
They were wrapped in a strange, 
enchanting beauty, and the dignity 
with which noble kings rule their kingdom.
The creatures that stood 
atop the golden palace 
of this Renaissance city, 
were a manifestation 
of another world of beauty.
I’m not sure if they noticed me 
as 1 waited for my ride that day, 
but I nodded slightly 
to acknowledge the presence 
of the majestic birds around me.
The people passing did not seem to notice 
the royalty before them.
TIM PISACICH '07/The Cowl
Man to wife
by Dan Meehan ’07
Portfolio Staff
Man to wife and woman 
to husband. Man can 
see you don’t want him around. 
Woman to wife can see the 
rupture and divide in transition 
from living to life, 
city to town.
Husband to man is a small 
secular little thing— 
gym rat, coach, bundle 
of ticked timing—man 
to husband begs 
recognize me, see me, 
don’t let me die.
Wife to husband in bed 
pillow overhead, bed 
bugs biting like barbed 
wire thread.
Drown me, smother me, 
exterminate me, wife 
to woman goes on 
and on.
Write me like a Hollywood 
heroin, packed with punch, 
sex, desirable glamour, flood 
me with dates for lunch.
Man to woman, look at 
wife and husband, shivering 
out in the cold.
Deep inside, hide me husband, 
wife make me man, break 
me in. Erase banker, drinker 
father, lover, make me man, 
woman at side.
(wife to husband) 
move over me in bed 
(woman to wife) 
you are Israel, you are Israel 
(woman to husband) 
the wasteland in witch 
the wasteland in witch 
the wasteland in witch
I live.
(wife to woman)
the traffic lights are yellow
the traffic lights are yellow 
the traffic lights are yellow 
(woman to husband) 
1 cannot keep you in my pocket, 
you will end up 
in the wash.
<nirn f> fltiw 
END:
The two awoke and one, propped up in bed, said, 
“Anyway, we don’t have a covenant here, just a contract.”
Cell Phones: You'd be better oh throwing yours in a lake
continued from page 15
professor went over the ground rules: this 
is not high school, act mature, bringing 
a notebook and writing utensil to class is 
not an option, and please, please, please 
remember to silence or turn off your cell 
phones.
Cue the theme from “We Be 
Jammin’”or “Red, Red, Wine” or what­
ever calypso song is most familiar to you.
By December, I was known to family 
and some friends as “Hollywood” be­
cause whenever they saw me, I’d be talk­
ing on that dam cell phone.
In the middle of dinner, random high 
school friend number one would call to 
tell me something really important, 
something that couldn’t wait, the trag­
edy was too great—she had just experi­
enced for the first time the casualty of a 
sock to a college laundry room.
As I was walking out the door, ran­
dom high school friend number two 
would call. In the library, a family mem­
ber might decide to give me a jingle.
Then, there are the phone calls from 
college friends, filling me in on what 
actually happened at dinner when was 
on the cell phone.
Usually no one calls during class, 
always check to make sure when I m 
leaving, turning my cell phone back on. 
However, if there is a rare day when 1 
forget to turn off the cell phone in class, 
the nation is alerted and my professors 
have the opportunity to say, “Nice ca­
lypso beat!” several times.
The one time I really might have 
needed a cell phone, when I got into a 
car accident a «ear or so ago, I had for­
gotten it on the kitchen counter.
But I don’t mind getting calls on my 
cell phone, really, if the caller actually 
has something to say. Most of the time I 
get these sorts of phone calls, however: 
Me: Hello?
Caller: Hey, what’s up?
Me: What’s up with you—you called 
me!
Caller: Nothing. Just figured I’d give 
you a call.
I will not make any further comment 
on above conversation.
I realized last month that I’ve turned 
into the type of person people hate to be 
around, the type who will interrupt din­
ner or a movie or a conversation because 
her purse is vibrating and it just might 
be someone with something really im­
portant to say.
As of late, I’ve not been able to come 
to terms with my fatal flaw and so I’ve 
begun to try to do something about it.
Recently, I heard my cell phone ring 
as my mother and I were moving a china 
cabinet up two flights of stairs into a new 
apartment for my grandmother The old 
Kristina would have dropped her end of 
the cabinet and taken off running. The 
new and improved Kristina grimaced 
slightly and took the high road.
I was rewarded, of course: that phone 
call was actually one I would classify as 
“important.”
So like I said, I’m now living in the 
cell phone phase of my life. I’m sure most 
of you are too. Answering my cell phone 
every time it rings has become an addic­
tion, sort of like obsessive e-mail check­
ing. I’ve even got one of those new cam­
era phones now, a result of completely 
wearing out the old cell after a year-and- 
a-half.
http://homet0wn.aol.com/steelbandl/paiLkneesmile6.JPG
Do you really want this man’s 
music coming from your cell 
-phone?
This is great, of course: now, not only 
can my cell phone ring and vibrate dur­
ing class, but it can also snap poor qual­
ity photos of the inside of my purse.
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If you could be any movie 
character, who would you be?




“Allie Hamilton from The Notebook and Stich from Lilo and Stitch." 
Kerry McAuliffe ’08 and Cullen Beatty ’08
“Genie from Aladdin." “Groundskeeper Carl Spackler from Caddy shack."
Kathy Batchler ’06 Mike Bock ’07
Jack Bauer
“Jack Bauer.”
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Friars Scoreboard
Scores — Standings — Statistics — Schedules — Standouts
Standouts
Karen Thatcher
Women’s Ice Hockey 
Senior—Douglas, Mass.
Thatcher led the Friars this past weekend 
against BU and UNH with five points 
for the weekend. She had a season high 
four assists against BU and scored the 




Darrian led the Friars to victory with her 
second double-double against Seton Hall 
with 11 points and a career-high 16 re­
bounds. She also had five points and eight 
rebounds in PC’s battle against UConn.
Scores
Friday 2/10
Men’s Hockey at Boston College L, 8-3
Saturday 2/11
Women’s Tennis at Albany L, 5-1
Women’s Tennis at St. Bonaventure W,4-3
Women’s Hockey vs. Boston University W,6-l
Men’s Hockey vs. Massachusetts 
Men’s Track al Valentine Invitational
W, 4-1
(Boston, Mass.) 
Women’s Track at Valentine Invitational
Indiv. Results
(Boston, Mass.) Indiv. Results
Sunday 2/12
L, 4-1Women’s Hockey at New Hampshire
Women’s Basketball at Seton Hall W, 71-69
Wednesday 2/15
L, 85-77Men’s Basketball vs. Pittsburgh
Women’s Basketball at Connecticut L, 84-58
Schedules
Thursday 2/16
Men’s Hockey at Northeastern 7:00 p.m.
Friday 2/17
Men’s Hockey vs. Northeastern 7:00 p.m.
Men’s Basketball at Cincinnati 8:00 p.m.
Women’s Swiming at Big East Championships 




Women’s Basketball vs. Villanova 2:00 p.m.
Women’s Hockey vs. Boston College 2:00 p.m.
Women’s Tennis at Marist 6:00 p.m.
Indoor Track at Big East Championships 




Women’s Hockey at Boston College 2:00 p.m.
Indoor Track at Big East Championships 




Men’s Basketball vs. South Florida 7:00 p.m.
Stanc
Women’s Hockey East Conference Standings 2/16/06
Team W L T Pts GFGA
New Hampshire 14 1 1 29 77 22
Boston College 13 3 1 27 50 34
Providence 10 5 2 22 60 38
Maine 7 6 4 18 49 41
Connecticut 9 8 0 18 39 30
Boston University 5 11 2 12 33 57
Northeastern 4 14 1 9 38 78
Vermont 1 15 1 3 12 58
lings
Men’s Hockey East Conference Standings 2/16/06
Team W L T Pts GF GA
Boston College 16 4 1 33 70 37
Boston University 14 6 1 29 69 49
Providence 12 7 2 26 64 51
New Hampshire 11 6 4 26 63 48
Maine 12 8 1 25 73 51
Vermont 9 8 4 22 55 46
Massachusetts 8 13 0 16 44 62
UMass Lowell 7 13 I 15 53 79
Northeastern 2 13 6 10 44 69
Merrimack 2 15 4 8 30 71
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PC pillages Pirates, gets bitten by Huskies
by Erin Redihan ’08
Sports Staff
Although the afternoon didn’t get off 
to a fast start, the Providence College 
Women’s Basketball team made its trip 
to Seton Hall worth the effort, as they 
clawed their way 
WOMEN’S to their first Big
BASKETBALL East road win of
the season.
Sunday’s game against Seton Hall in 
South Orange, N.J. was delayed two 
hours due to the blizzard that swept 
across the Northeast last weekend, but 
the Friars capitalized on the extra prepa­
ration time and walked away with a 71- 
69 victory.
The win brought the Friars’ record to 
8-15 overall and 3-9 in the Big East. 
Junior Shauna Snyder led the effort with 
23 points against the Pirates, who fell to 
6-17 overall and 3-9 in the Big East. 
Snyder’s final two points tied the game 
at 69 with less than a minute to play.
“Shauna was lights out,” said fresh­
man Chelsea Marandola, who added 
seven points, including a three with two 
minutes left.
Senior Allie Gard scored 12 points, 
including the two that clinched the game 
for the Friars. Gard was fouled with three 
seconds remaining and made both free 
throws to put the team ahead for good. 
This marked the second consecutive 
game in which a Friar was fouled and 
made two free throws with three seconds 
remaining to break a tie. Marandola ac­
complished the same feat against West 
Virginia on Feb. 7.
“She gave us everything she had to­
day,” Marandola said of Gard.
The game was close most of the way, 
but the Friars did manage to jump out to 
an early 18-7 lead. Seton Hall came back 
and took a 33-31 lead into the locker 
room at halftime. The lead changed 
hands multiple times throughout the sec-
TRACY DONADIO ’06/The Cowl
Junior Shauna Snyder was named to the Big East Weekly Honor Roll on 
Monday for the first time in her career. She had a season-high 23 points to 
lead the Friars to victory against Seton Hall. Snyder posted 12 points for the 
Friars in their on-the-road loss Wednesday night to UConn.
ond half before the Friars came out on 
top in the frantic final flourish.
“We won because we executed when 
we needed to,” Marandola concluded. 
“We got tough and helped each other out. 
Everyone played well.”
Four Friars reached double digits in 
scoring. Senior Gayle Nwafili added 12 
points, while freshman Shantee Darrian 
had a double-double with 11 points and 
a personal best 16 rebounds. As a team, 
the Friars went 5-for-12 from three-point 
range.
The team then traveled to Hartford, 
Conn, to take on a very strong Huskies 
squad that is ranked eighth in the nation. 
The team was ready for the challenge.
“We’re very confident right now,” 
said Marandola. “If we execute and keep 
playing the way we have been, we can 
beat anyone.”
However, the Friars were unable to 
take down the Huskies on Wednesday 
night.
UConn, ranked second in the Big East 
to Rutgers who gave the Huskies their 
only conference loss this season, contin­
ued their 21 game win streak over Provi­
dence by a score of 84-58.
The last time Providence beat the 
Huskies was in 1993 on its home court.
Providence was unable to keep up 
with UConn’s fast-paced offense, as the 
Huskies led the Friars 23-6 at the 10 
minute mark in the first half.
But the beginning of the game was 
only a foreshadowing of the overall 
course of the matchup. The Friars could 
only muster up four field goals in the first 
15 minutes and trailed 41 -22 at the half.
Providence came within 13 of the 
Huskies in the second half but UConn 
was unstoppable as it went bn a 20 point 
run at the end of the game to defeat the 
Friars by 26 points.
Marandola led Providence with a ca­
reer-high 24 points, followed by Synder, 
who added another 12 points.
This weekend, the team returns home 
to face Villanova at 2:00 on Saturday, 
Feb. 18 in Alumni Hall. A win would 
help keep the Friars’ hopes of securing a 
spot in the Big East tournament alive.
With the Friars currently sitting in 
14th place, if the season ended today, the 
Friars would not be one of the 12 teams 
to compete in Hartford for the title. But 
with the way this team has been playing 
lately, anything is possible.
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Providence: One up, one down
continued from back page
seemed to be the right cure for the Fri­
ars’ recent woes—the Friars having al­
ready beaten them 4-2 on Nov. 4 at 
Schneider and 3-2 the next night in 
Amherst.
PC didn’t wait long to open the scor­
ing, as freshman center Nick Mazzolini 
scored his fifth of the year at 9:35. 
Roughly six minutes later, Gajda doubled 
his team’s lead on a spectacular effort. 
Taking an outlet pass from junior 
defenseman Dino Stamoulis, the senior 
skated in, switched to his backhand, and 
put it past the diving UMass goalie Gajda 
fell to the ice. The period ended with 
PC up 2-0 and the Friars outshot the 
Minutemen 17-5.
Thoughts of a blowout were extin­
guished in the second when UMass stole 
the puck in the Friars’ defensive zone and 
scored at 13:21 to make it 2-1 PC. Sims 
did his best to keep his team in control 
as he saved a breakaway attempt that 
would have tied the game. The second 
period ended with PC clinging to the 2- 
1 lead. The Minutemen outshot the Fri­
ars 13-8 in the second.
Just 2:15 into the third, Zancanaro 
tipped in a shot from sophomore right 
wing Jon Rheault on the power play to 
put the Friars up 3-1. This momentum 
carried over as PC scored again at 4:58 
to go up 4-1, with freshman left wing 
Kyle Laughlin tipping in a Stamoulis 
shot.
Sims and his defense made the lead 
hold up, as the netminder finished with 
26 saves and the Friars outshot the Min­
utemen 38-27.
“We played a really complete game 
against UMass,” Mazzolini said. “We 
didn’t let up, we kept the pressure on 
them, and everyone came to play that 
game.”
What will it take to get home-ice?
“We just have to play our game,” he 
said. “We know the other teams we’re 
playing will be at their best; we know 
we’re really battling for home-ice and it’s 
going to take effort from everyone.”
With six games left in the regular sea­
son (three home-and-home sets), the Fri­
ars control their own destiny. They travel 
to Boston on Thursday to take on the 
Northeastern Huskies—currently in 
ninth place in Hockey East—and then the 
Huskies come to Schneider on Friday 
night.
“We’re always expecting to win. We 
have a good team this year. . . and we 
need to take advantage of our strong 
points. Take it one game at a time, don’t 
look too far ahead, just play your game 
and the results will take care of them­
selves,” Mazzolini said.
Sims said his teammates are excited 
about the possibilities in front of them.
“We’ve put ourselves in a great posi­
tion to get home-ice. It’s up to us now if 
we want home-ice or not. We have the 
chance to go out and beat Merrimack, 
Northeastern and UNH—we can beat 
them all,” he said.
Army, his coaches and team seem 
happy about their current state: “We’re 
in a position we like,” Army said. “We 
were picked eighth in the coach’s poll 
(at the beginning of the season), so to be 
tied for third and playing for home-ice 
at the end of the season is all you can 
ask. We’ve just got to focus on how 
we’re going to play, not the result. Care­
free hockey with a little risk involved.”
Friars: Fall to Pitt
continued from back page
rebounds. PC looked poised to pull off 
the big upset.
McGrath talked about his team’s feel­
ings going into halftime. “We felt we 
could play with this team and if we kept 
doing what we were doing, we could pull 
it out. At the beginning of the second half, 
they took over the game and we were 
battling back the rest of the way.”
Pittsburgh came back in the second 
half, however, and dropped 52 points (to 
Providence’s 40), en route to the win. 
Pitt’s junior center Aaron Gray turned it 
on in the second half, scoring 18 of his 
team-high 22 points in the second half. 
Pitt had four guys in double figures while 
PC had only two—McGrath had a game- 
high 28 points and Efejuku had 12 points. 
Pitt’s first lead of the game was 45-44 
and they never looked back from there, 
starting the second half on a 16-7 run.
Junior forward Herbert Hill talked 
about Grey’s second half success. “They 
did a good job of finding him, penetra­
tion always got down the lane, and they 
did a good job of getting rebounds.”
Afterwards McGrath discussed Pitt’s 
trademark style. “They are probably one 
of the most physical teams that I’ve ever 
played against. 1 mean they’re.one of the 
toughest teams year in and year out, that’s 
the only team in the league that I haven’t 
beaten since I’ve been here.”
To PC’s credit, they never gave up as 
they kept making shots and fouling the 
Panthers at the end, hoping for a miracle. 
Freshman power forward Geoff 
McDermott threw down an alley-oop 
from freshman point guard Sharaud 
Curry late in the second half to cut it to 
six. Whenever Pitt needed a big shot, 
they made it. On the other hand, PC 
couldn’t get that big defensive stop to 
get it any closer. The Panthers shot 60 
percent from the field for the second-half. 
For the game, PC had nine assists to Pitt’s 
17. Pittsburgh senior point-guard and 
leader Carl Krauser got into foul trouble 
in the first half with three fouls, but PC 
couldn’t capitalize in the second half 
when he sat on the bench. McGrath had 
17 in the second half. Burch finished with 
nine points, Hill had eight points and five 
rebounds and Curry finished with seven 
points. PC actually out rebounded Pitt 
by 1 (31-30).
With more consistent minutes, Hill 
has put up better numbers lately. He cited 
his confidence as a key. “I’m trying to 
get more focused, 1 had a lot of off the 
court distractions. I’ve just been focus­
ing, thinking about one thing. I’ve been 
playing pretty well the last few games 
and 1 just want to keep it up.”
Pittsburgh is the last upper-echelon 
Big East team the Friars have to play in 
the regular season. Starting with Friday 
night’s game at new Big East member 
the University of Cincinnati, PC ends the 
season with a favorable (if that word is 
possible in the Big East this season) 
schedule. Cincinnati is 17-9 overall, 6-6 
in the Big East. Another new Big East 
member, the University of South Florida 
(6-18, 0-11) comes to the Dunk next 
Tuesday without a conference win.
McGrath felt his team must have a 
short memory to win Friday. “We gotta 
shake this off. There’s really no time to 
sulk, we gotta get back and get at it 
again.”
Project MAPLE 
(Making Adjustments for Positive Life Enhancement)
Females between 18 and 24 
you may be eligible to participate in a Research Study 
Project MAPLE is a study about the health behaviors of 
young adults. The purpose of this project is to learn more 
about how young adults understand behaviors that could 
put their health at risk.
eLIGIBLE PARTCIPANTS RECEIVE: pARTICIPATION IS COMPLETELY CONFIDENTIAL 
- • Compensation for interviews
• Free STD testing



















MASTERING THE ART OF TEACHING
Sheila Wycinowski, Director of Curriculum and Staff Development at 
Amity High School, explains, "Basically we look to hire Quinnipiac 
students. They have a clear understanding of lesson planning and 
classroom management and the balance between them." She also 
characterizes Quinnipiac students as articulate, creative, able to 
encourage higher-level thinking in students, and able to incorporate 
technology info their teaching.
Quinnipiac U:
RAVE REVIEWS FOR OUR MBA
The Quinnipiac University School of Business MBA program 
continues to prepare business professionals,.for the realities of 
management in global, technology-driven work environments 
in specializations such as:
• MBA WITH CONCENTRATIONS IN ACCOUNTING, CIS, FINANCE, 
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS, MANAGEMENT, MARKETING
• MBA - CHARTERED FINANCIAL ANALYST® TRACK
• MBA IN HEALTHCARE MANAGEMENT
Quinnipiac University offers graduate programs in 17 distinct 
disciplines. Whether you are interested in our AACSB nationally 
accredited business program, the master of arts in teaching (MAT) 
program or one of the Northeast's most highly regarded journalism 
and interactive communications programs, all have been designed 
to thoroughly prepare you for a professional career. For more 




THUR 2/16: TRIVIA NIGHT
Test your brains against all your friends! No 
more than 4 people per team, Great Prizes!
Jeff Mayer Live! Full bar w/ID @8pm
FR12/I7: FUTURE FRIARS EXEC CONCERT FOR AIDS 
Hey Everyone! Come on down to TVlcPhails and support 
a great cause and enjoy a great line up of music and live 
entertainment at 8pm! Full bar w/ID (@ 4:3Opm!
Sat 2/18: BOP's INTERNATIONAL BEERFEST 
International Beer Fest at 
McPhails! Come down and 
get your beer passport to 
sample beers from all over 
the world! Full Bar w/ID 
@8pm. Free giveaways!!!
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Big hopes for Big East Split results for PC
by Greg Hartwell ’07 
Sports Staff
As most of the Providence College 
campus scurried hectically this past 
weekend to make last-minute reserva­
tions and gift purchases, a few choice per­
formers from the Provi- 
INDOOR dence College Track team 
TRACK competed at the Valentine 
Invitational held in Bos­
ton. The meet spanned Feb. 10 and 11, 
as PC was able to gamer a few more la­
dies the right to compete in the Big East 
Championship this weekend.
“This weekend was all about resting 
people up for the Big East and giving 
some, another chance to qualify,” said 
Head Coach Ray Trcacy. “We were able 
to get the ones that we wanted to qualify, 
and now we are just keeping our fingers 
crossed for this weekend.”
Among those who took the trip up to 
Boston were graduate student Aine 
Hoban, senior Roisin Quinn, sophomores 
Katherine Breaux and Michelle Childs, 
and freshman Kate Campbell.
Hoban competed for PC in the 3,000 
where she finished third, posting a time 
of9:34.85 and earning a chance to com­
pete at the Big East. The other four la­
dies compiled the distance medley team 
for PC and also were able to obtain a 
chance to compete this upcoming week­
end.
With the crew now assembled, Coach 
Treacy and his Friars are prepared and 
eagerly anticipating the upcoming cham­
pionship.
As Feb. 18 rolls around marking the 
start of Big East competition, it will also 
usher in a new era in Big East Track. As 
the Big East Indoor Track and Field 
Championships commence their 27th 
edition of the event at the Athletics Field 
House on the campus of the University 
of Akron, the Big East will welcome its 
newest members: DePaul, Louisville, 
and Marquette’s men’s teams and Cin­
cinnati, DePaul, Louisville, Marquette, 
and USF women’s teams.
The addition of these teams to the Big 
East as of July 1,2005 brings more com­
petition to a league which holds some of 
the best competitors in the nation.
The Friars will be facing 15 other 
teams from some of the top ranked 
schools in the nation. Schools like 
Georgetown and Notre Dame will be a 
challenge to the Friars, being that these 
two schools, along with others, have 
funded programs. Regardless, Provi­
dence plans to put forth its best effort 
and become better prepared for what they 
may face at the NCAA Championships.
Among the top Providence hopefuls 
are senior Mary Cullen who will most 
likely be competing in the 5,000 and 
3,000 meter events. Junior Meghan 
Owen may also compete if she recovers 
from an injury earlier in the week.
Owen has posted the second fastest 
time in the nation for the mile (Cullen is 
first in the nation) and she would be an 
asset to the Friars’ effort. Joining them 
from the Men’s team will be seniors 
Martin Fagan and Joe Dionne, and 
sophomore Max Smith.
“I am trying to maximize my racers’ 
performance without jeopardizing their 
chances at other events,” said Treacy. 
“Mary for instance will not be compet­
ing in the relay event. We are more fo­
cused on having better individual event 
competitors than a good relay team.”
The Men’s team can expect to face 
tough competition this coming weekend. 
Among the top and toughest that Provi­
dence will see is Notre Dame’s Kurt 
Benninger. He is currently ranked third 
nationally and looks to lead Notre Dame 
to its third Big East title is four years.
As of now PC, Georgetown and 
Villanova are favored to have some of 
the nation’s best talent in both team and 
individual distance events. Hopefully, the 
Friars can live up to the expectations and 
bring a strong performance.
“For different runners there are dif­
ferent ‘big’ meets,” explained Treacy. 
“The hope is that we will have the right 
runners peaking at the right meets. The 
whole team wants to do well at the Big 
East.
For many this is it, and everything else 
after this weekend is just icing on the 
cake. For the people who qualified for 
the NCAA’s, we are really just focusing 
on them peaking at the NCAA’s.”
The Notre Dame men’s team captured 
its second Big East Championship in 
three years in 2005 notching 182 total 
points. The Pittsburgh women earned 
161.50 points on their way to the third 
title in their program’s history. Both 
teams figure to be in the running for re­
peat performances in 2006.
“We hope to do well in what we can 
and just hope that we have prepared 
well,” said Treacy.
The two day event will begin at 11:00 
a.m. on Saturday, Feb. 18, with events 
scheduled to continue through 5:40 p.m. 
The competition will continue Sunday at 
8:30 a.m., and the awards ceremony is 
planned for 3:00 p.m. The awards will 
conclude the weekend which will hope­
fully favor our fellow Friars.
by Ryan Holt ’09 
Sports Staff
While the rest of New England was 
bracing itself for the first blizzard of 
2006, the Providence College Women’s 
Tennis team traveled to Albany, N.Y., 
on Saturday for a 
WOMEN’S double-header and came 
TENNIS home with mixed re­
sults.
The match was highlighted by 
Daigle’s drawn-out win at the No. 1 spot.
“My match took some time, about 
three hours. It was quite the match. It 
was three sets, she battled from a lot of 
match points,” said Daigle. “[It] was in­
teresting, the lighting was poor, making 
it tough, but we pulled it out. It was nice 
to win.”
Indeed it was. Daigle battled back 
from losing the first set to eventually 
claim victory, which was a crucial point 
to Providence’s victory. Daigle finished 
the match 5-7, 6-1, 7-6 (7-5) to give 
Providence the edge over St. 
Bonaventure’s.
However, Daigle was unaware that 
her match would decide the Friars’ fate, 
as the match was tied 3-3.
“I didn’t know it was such a crucial 
match; it was pretty nerve-wracking,” 
she said.
Turner and Daigle attributed the suc­
cess to a team effort, as every victory 
was key.
“Our singles performances made the 
difference in our win,” said Head Coach 
Wayne Turner. “While Jen’s win made 
the difference, without the efforts of the 
others the match could have gone either 
way.”
Bitetti added a another win for the 
Friars 6-3, 7-6 (7-5) at the No. 2 spot.
While Turner commented that 
“Bitetti played a solid match,” she be­
lieved the victory over St. Bonaventure 
was the result of increased practice and 
the hard work of the team.
“This winter, we have definitely had 
more opportunities to practice indoors 
than in past seasons, and that has been 
extremely helpful in getting us back into 
shape after the long Christmas break,” 
said Bitetti.
Also contributing to the victory was 
junior Andrea Lee and freshman Ashley 
Rissolo.
“This win was a very emotional win 
for us,” said Turner. “The match was a 
good early test coming off the Rutgers 
match.”
However, the Friars successes against 
St. Bonaventure’s early in the day did 
not transpire into the team’s second match 
of the day as it came up short against Al­
bany, 5-1.
Albany proved to be another tough 
competitor for the tired Friars.
“In the Albany match we were flat. 
Even though we didn’t win the match, our 
results could have been better,” said 
Turner.
Daigle provided the only victory for 
Providence over Albany in straight sets, 
6-1, 6-2.
“Daigle had a good win,” said Turner. 
“She found a way to win. She competed 
from the first point to the last.”
The trip to Albany was a homecom­
ing for Daigle, who is a native of the area, 
where she provided her home crowd with 
two wins.
“I had some family there [and] some 
of my friends came, it was really great,” 
said Daigle.
However, Daigle and Bitetti noted 
their long day as part of the reason PC 
came up short against Albany.
“By the second match, I know I was 
a lot slower and less patient, and I’m sure 
some of the other girls felt the same way,” 
said Bitetti. “I think that if we had been 
fresher, things may have gone differ­
ently.”
“If we hadn’t been traveling all day, it 
could have been different,” Daigle 
agreed.
However, travel and long day were not 
the only culprits in the Friars’ loss.
“Albany was a deep team this year, 
and they definitely were competitive,” 
said Bitetti.
Overall, however, the Friars seemed 
satisfied coming home with the split, 
which brought Providence’s record to 3- 
3 on the season.
“I think overall it was a good week­
end,” said Turner.
The future continues to look bright for 
the young Friar squad.
“We have a young team and there will 
be many more tests this spring, but 1 be­
lieve that we will improve from day to 
day.” said Turner. “The team is very for­
tunate to have two people like Sara Bitetti 
and Jen Daigle leading us.”
Providence continues its spring sched­
ule on the road this weekend to battle 
Marist.
“I expect Marist to be very competi­
tive. Last time we played them; we were 
on the top of our game and had a very 
big win. They have not forgotten that and 
I am sure their coach has reminded them 
over and over,” said Turner. “We all need 
to elevate our games.”
CLASSIFIEDS
LOOKING FOR A 
PLACE OFF-CAMPUS?
Great house for group of 4- 
5. Comer of Admiral St. 
and Huxley Ave. Off-street 
parking, washer/dryer, DW, 
alarm, porch, fireplace, and 
more. Call M. Perry 
334-4045.
NEED EXTRA MONEY?
Looking for someone to input 
a novel length manuscript for 
local poet. Quick cash for 
quick typing.
Call Andrew Perry 724-0508.
Apartments for Rent 
Many 3-12 bed recently 
renovated apartments and 
houses available. Houses on 
Oakland, Pembroke, Eaton, 
Pinehurst, and Tyndall. Many 
have new baths, hardwoods, 
parking, and laundry. Some 
available with phone, cable, 
and high speed internet jacks 
in every room.
Call 952-0966 for details.
Apartment for Rent!
Pembroke Ave near PC 2nd 
and 3rd floors: 3 Large 
Bedrooms, new kitchen 
appliances, stove, refrigera­
tor, dishwasher, new gas 
baseboard heat, and gas hot 
water, new bathrooms. 
Secure area with lighted 
parking. $1,200.00 per 
month Call 274-7763
Attorney Robert B. Mann 
Criminal Law
All Felonies & Misdemeanors 
DWI & Domestic Violence 
Drug Offenses
610 Turks Head Place, Providence, RI
(401)351-5770 24 Hours (401) 965-3239 
www. 1 awy ers. com/mannl aw
Men and Women Needed for 
Alcohol Drinking Research Study
The Center for Alcohol and Addiction Studies at Brown 
University is examining the effects of a medication on 
responses to drinking and alcohol related cues. Study 
participation will involve several outpatient visits 
over approximately a 6-week period.
Earn up to $500 for completing the study
You must be 21-65 years old, a regular drinker, and 
not seeking treatment for alcohol problems.
Call Amy or JP at (401) 444-1807
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Shorthanded, but not short on talent
by Drew Goucher ’08
Sports Staff
In a Sunday afternoon matchup be­
tween two of the top teams in the coun­
try, it was New Hampshire that ultimately 
got the best of Providence, but don’t let 
those results fool you.
WOMEN’S These Friars are ready 
HOCKEY to stick with the best in
the country. Once they 
stop taking penalties, that is.
“We had some great scoring chances 
5-on-5,” said senior captain Karen 
Thatcher. “The game would’ve played 
out differently if we hadn’t gone to the 
[penalty] box so much.”
As they have for many of the Friars’ 
losses this season, penalties were at the 
heart of the problem in Sunday’s con­
test. The Friars took nine minors during 
the game, all of which led to UNH power 
plays. The penalties were especially ill- 
timed considering UNH currently has the 
top power play in the nation.
“We killed ourselves that game,” said 
Thatcher. “We knew we couldn’t take any 
penalties, and we played well in the first 
period, but then the last two were just a 
parade to the [penalty] box. We have got 
to stay out of the box in the future.”
Senior Ashley Payton had a different 
take.
“Well, we got it out of our system,” 
she said with a smile adding, “We did 
have six successful penalty kills.”
After a scoreless first, UNH got on 
the board in the middle of the second 
period for two quick goals, at 9:45 and 
9:58. Both were powerplay goals, the 
first recorded on a 5-on-3 UNH advan­
tage, the second recorded on a more con­
ventional 5-on-4.
But Providence responded with a goal 
late in the period to slice the lead in half. 
Junior defenseman Kristin Gigliotti 
poked the puck away from a UNH player 
at the Providence blue line and chipped 
the puck ahead to junior Sonny Watrous. 
She sent a head-man pass to Thatcher, 
who skated up the middle of the ice on a 
breakaway. She faked a shot quickly to 
get UNH goalie Melissa Bourdon to 
commit, then flicked the puck into the 
cage by picking a spot over Bourdon’s 
pad but below her blocker.
Watrous and Gigliotti assisted on 
Thatcher’s 18th score of the year. For 
Thatcher, it capped a five point week­
end.
But the third period belonged entirely 
to UNH as the Friars continued to take a 
wide array of penalties. The Wildcats 
potted an even strength goal with 8:05 
remaining in the game, and added an­
TRACY DONADIO ’06/The Cowl
Senior netminder Jana Bugden made a career-high 40 saves in the Friars 4-1 
loss to nationally ranked No. 1 University of New Hampshire. Bugden added 
another 17 saves for Providence over the weekend in its 6-1 victory over 
Boston University.
other powerplay marker with 6:38 re­
maining.
When all was said and done, the Wild­
cats had outshot the Friars 44-13, and the 
final score was 4-1 UNH, and the onus 
was solely on the Friars for the exces­
sive penalties. It certainly was not on 
senior goalie Jana Bugden, who finished 
with a game-high 40 saves.
“None of the goals were Bugden’s 
fault,” said Thatcher.
“One of them actually went off two 
of our players before going in,” added 
Payton.
The loss dropped the Friars to 16-10- 
4 (10-5-2 in Hockey East). Their 22 
points kept them in third place in Hockey 
East heading into this weekend.
The Friars had earned 2 of those 22 
points the day before, by handing the 
Boston University Teniers a sound 6-1 
defeat at home. The win was one of the 
Friars’ most impressive this season, and 
the result of an outstanding team effort.
“ft was definitely a big confidence 
booster. We put together a full 60 min­
utes for the first time all year and were 
able to dominate them. It was a big step 
forward moving ahead,” said Thatcher.
“We made some really good passing 
plays,” said Payton, referring to the 
team’s six goal offensive outburst, “We 
should have had eight more goals.”
And based on Providence’s 51 shots 
in the game, they certainly could have.
The Friars struck first at 16:08 of the 
first, when Watrous connected off a give 
and go with Payton. Thatcher had con­
trolled the puck at the blue line before 
dishing to Watrous in the high slot, and 
she found Payton at the right post. Payton 
quickly flung the puck back'in front to 
Watrous, who cut in and sent the puck 
behind BU’s Allyse Wilcox. The buzzer 
sounded at the end of the first, and Provi­
dence had a 1 -0 lead.
In the second period Providence built 
on its lead, when Thatcher and sopho­
more Kathleen Smith set up Payton on a 
2-on-1 with Watrous. Sensing a closed- 
off passing lane, Payton took the shot 
herself, high and to Wilcox’s glove side, 
and found an opening to run PC’s ad­
vantage to 2-0.
Less than three minutes later, Payton 
struck again for her 13th goal of the year 
on a wild passing play with senior 
Katelynn Laffin. Payton fed a cutting 
Laffin through the slot, and Laffin turned 
the other way to fire a wrist shot that 
glanced off Wilcox’s pad and deflected 
right to Payton. The senior instinctively 
flicked the rebound into the open side to 
open up a 3-0 advantage.
However, BU ended the shutout bid 
a bit more than halfway through the game 
with a power play marker at 11:15 of the 
second. Despite 18 Friar shots in the pe­
riod, the score remained 3-1 PC heading 
into the third. And then the Friars ran 
away with it.
After cycling the puck in the corner 
with Smith, who was pinching down the 
boards to help on a power play, Laffin 
fed the puck to the right point, which was 
manned by Thatcher. Thatcher skated 
along the blue line to the middle of the 
ice before shooting toward the net, and 
Laffin, who had peeled off the boards 
when the puck went to Thatcher, skated 
into the shot’s path and redirected it be­
hind Wilcox to make the score 4-1 Provi­
dence. The goal came just 52 seconds 
into the period.
We killed ourselves that 
game. We knew we 
couldn’t take any 
penalties ... we have got 
to stay out of the box in 
the future.
Senior Karen Thatcher
The lead was 5-1 within five minutes 
and change, as freshman defenseman 
Erin Normore completed a brilliant tic- 
tac-toe play with Watrous and Thatcher, 
who earned assists. Watrous’s centering 
pass found Normore wide open in the 
slot, and she roofed a “dirty”—in the 
good sense —wrist shot that clanged off 
the crossbar before going in.
The lead went to 6-1 when sophomore 
Rachel Crissy pulled a toe drag maneu­
ver skating laterally into the slot after 
taking a pass from classmate Cherie 
Hendrickson. Crissy initially faced the 
net on her backhand, but spun around, 
towing the puck behind her until she got 
it on her forehand. Then she outwaited 
an anxious Wilcox and put the puck be­
hind her fora 6-1 lead.
The goal, scored at 14:21 of the third, 
was the final goal in the game. Bugden 
made the lead stand up by stopping 17 
shots in the game.
“She was really sharp all weekend. 
She saw the puck well and made some 
great saves back there, which is what we 
want heading into the [Hockey East] 
tournament,” said Thatcher of her 
teammate’s effort in nets.
Meanwhile, the Friars have a golden 
opportunity to try and catch second- 
ranked Boston College this weekend, as 
the two teams play each other in a home- 
and-home set, with Saturday’s home 
game at Schneider preceding the trip to 
BC.
The Friars trail the Eagles by five 
points in Hockey East, and a sweep 
would move them to within one point of 
second place.
No doubt, it is a huge weekend for 
Providence, looking to improve its stand­




Reinforcing Effective Ways to Reduce Daily Smoking
You can earn cash REWARDS for cutting down your cigarette 
smoking!
You may be eligible to participate in a research study if you are:
> a current daily smoker
> between the ages of 18 - 24
> enrolled in college
• Earn $75 in cash at your first appointment!
• Earn between $210 & $523 in cash by providing us with 
daily CO readings!
• Earn up to $ 175 in cash for follow-up appointments!
For more information, please contact Polly at 444-1814 or 
e-mail us at
REWARDS@Brown.edu
A Research project sponsored by Brown University and the
National Institute on DrugAbuse
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Men’s Basketball—a tale of two halves
by Rich Slate ’06 
Sports Staff
The Pittsburgh Panthers came into 
Providence’s Dunkin’ Donuts Center 
Wednesday night ranked no. 9 in the AP 
Poll and Coach’s Poll. The Panthers were 
an impressive 15-0 at 
MEN’S home but only 4-3 on the 
HOOPS road. Pittsburgh had beat 
Providence the last four 
times the teams played each other with 
the Friars last win coming Jan. 23,2001, 
at the Dunkin Donuts Center. The Pan­
thers took Wednesday’s contest 85-77, 
while PC fell to 11-11 overall with a 4-7 
mark in the Big East. In a scheduling 
quirk, the Friars play at Pittsburgh a week 
from Saturday so in all likelihood 
Wednesday was their best chance to up­
set the Panthers. They are the fifth top 
10 team that PC has faced this season 
(#10/8 Florida, #7/7 Memphis, #8/9 Lou­
isville and #1/1 UConn).
Providence Head Coach Tim Welsh 
said “the tale of the tape as they say in 
other sports is pretty evident that they 
wore us out inside.”
He cited defense as the key for his 
club, saying, “1 have a lot of confidence 
in our offense, we were going to get 75 
points tonight and that should be enough 
to win but you can’t give up 80. Very 
rarely in this league do you give up 80 
and win. That’s why throughout the last 
few games we’ve tried to go with a more 
defensive lineup, and I think it’s been 
positive, but you’re not going to outscore 
people in this league. You’ve gotta de­
fend the paint, you’ve gotta rebound the 
basketball.”
To use a gambling term, Providence 
College men’s basketball team is cur­
rently playing with house money. With 
all the question marks going into the sea­
son, the Friars have quietly put together 
a solid season with a very young team. 
With five more games left, the Friars are 
in a good position to make the Big East 
tournament in New York City. This is a 
great goal for such a largely inexperi­
enced team. In the newly expanded Big 
East, 12 of the 16 teams are invited to 
Madison Square Garden. Considering 
how the Big East has been undisputedly 
the best conference in college basketball 
this season, just making the conference 
tournament would be quite an accom­
plishment for the Friars.
This would be a great stepping stone 
for the years to come when players like 
freshman point guard Sharaud Curry, 
freshman power forward Geoff 
McDermott and freshman shooting­
guard Weyinmi Efejuku and sophomore 
center Randall Hanke are older. Cur­
rently, the Friars are tied for 11th with 
Louisville while Rutgers and St. John’s 
both sport 4-8 records.
Wednesday night’s game was almost 
like two separate games. The Friars came 
out and played their best half of the year- 
jumping out to a 37-33 halftime lead. 
Providence jumped out to a 3-0 lead on 
a three-pointer by sophomore forward 
Charlie Burch. Providence led all first 
half with the lead ballooning to as much 
as nine. Senior shooting guard Donnie 
McGrath had 11 points in the first half 
(including three three-pointers), while 
Burch contributed nine points and five
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COURTESY OF SPORTS INFO
Senior Donnie McGrath led the Friars with 28 points Wednesday night in 
their loss to nationally ranked No. 9 Pittsburgh.
What a difference a day makes for Friars
by Rich Slate ’06
Sports Staff
In the 60s, Bob Dylan wrote “The 
Times They are a Changin’,” easily one 
of his most famous songs. The hit tune 
features the line, “You better start swim­
ming, or you’ll sink like 
MEN’S a stone, ‘cause the times 
HOCKEY they are a changin’.” 
Dylan had the world’s 
problems in mind when he penned the 
song, but his classic tune can be readily 
applied to the 2005-06 season for the 
Providence College Men’s Hockey team, 
especially with regard to their confer­
ence, Hockey East.
With time quickly running out in the 
regular season, the Friars find themselves 
in a fight for home-ice in the Hockey East 
playoffs. In the 10 team conference, the 
top eight make the playoffs, with the top 
four gaining the all-important home-ice 
advantage. Currently, the Friars are tied 
for third with UNH with 26 points, one 
point ahead of Maine—and seven behind 
conference-leading Boston College.
The Friars witnessed some of what 
makes BC the top dog in Hockey East 
on Friday, as the Golden Eagles domi­
nated and came away with an 8-3 vic­
tory. Luckily, the Friars bounced back, 
defeating UMass-Amherst at Schneider 
Arena by the score 4-1.
PC is now 15-11-2 overall with a 12- 
7-2 mark in Hockey East. They are no. 
14 in the USA Today/US Hockey Maga­
zine poll and No. 16 in the USCHO.com/ 
CSTV poll.
Sophomore goaltender Tyler Sims 
summed up the difference between the 
UMass game and the BC game.
“I think the biggest difference was just 
our competitiveness and our desire to 
win. We got back to what made us good
CHRIS JOLIE •06/The Cowl
Freshman Nick Mazzolini started the night off for the Friars, scoring PC’s 
first goal against UMass approximately 10 minutes into the first period. 
Mazzolini is second among freshmen for overall points this season with a 
total of 10 points composed of five goals and five assists.
in the beginning of the year on Saturday,” 
said Sims. “Against BC, we hit an all- 
time low this year. I think that was good 
for us to hit it now, just because we’re 
coming up to the playoffs and I think 
we’re going to be able to get it rolling 
now after that big win on Saturday.”
Commenting on the same, Head 
Coach Tim Army said, “I went out to din­
ner with the assistant coaches on Thurs­
day night and honestly it was the first 
time all year that I didn’t have a great 
feel going into the game. That being said, 
the result didn’t surprise me. The last few 
days in practice we didn’t have the same 
zip we’ve had all year.”
For much of the first period, the teams 
looked evenly matched. The Friars 
looked poised to go up 1-0 when senior 
left wing Torry Gajda skated in on a 
shorthanded breakaway, but he was de­
nied by BC goalie Corey Schneider. 
After failing to convert on a power play 
opportunity, the Friars fell behind 1-0 
when the BC player who received the 
penalty walked out of the box and passed 
to Stephen Gionta who finished the 
breakaway to give BC a 1-0 lead at the 
17:59 mark.
Just 34 seconds later, BC forward 
Chris Collins—a Hobey Baker candi­
date—made an unbelievable shot, while 
falling down, that eluded Sims. Just like 
that, BC was up 2-0 at the end of the first 
period.
In a surprising move, Army pulled 
Sims in favor of freshman goaltender 
Stephen Ritter to start the second period. 
Initially, the gutsy move seemed to ig­
nite the Friars. They cut the lead at 4:57 
when junior center Chase Watson scored 
off a broken play with assists from jun­
ior Colin McDonald and senior Nate 
Meyers.
The one-goal deficit was short-lived, 
however, as Boston College scored just 
24 seconds later, and again just a few 
minutes later, to take a commanding 4-1 
lead. PC answered at 12:10, as junior 
center Tony Zancanaro perfectly tipped 
in a shot from the point by senior 
defenseman James Pemberton to cut the 
BC lead to 4-2.
The next goal was probably the most 
important of the game as BC effectively 
put the game out of reach with five min­
utes left in the second when they ex­
ecuted a perfect one-timer from in close 
to go up 5-2.
There would be no miracle come­
backs on this night for the Friars. The 
Eagles added three more goals in the 
third to go up 8-2 before Watson closed 
out the scoring with his second goal of 
the game at 14:43 off assists from Gajda 
and sophomore defenseman Marc 
Bastrache. Plain and simple, BC domi­
nated them at full-strength as they scored 
all eight goals 5-on-5. PC outshot BC 32- 
29 while Sims had 11 saves and Ritter 
finished with 10 saves.
UMass-Amherst came to Schneider 
Saturday night and the Minutemen
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